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Prosody conveys information about the linguistic context of an utterance at every level of linguistic organisation, from the
word up to the discourse context. Acoustic correlates of prosody cue this rich contextual information, but interpreting
prosodic cues in terms of the lexical, syntactic and discourse information they encode also requires recognising prosodic
variation due to speaker, language variety, speech style and other properties of the situational context. This review reveals
the complex interaction among contextual factors that influence the phonological form and phonetic expression of prosody.
Empirical challenges in prosodic transcription are discussed along with production evidence that reveals striking variability
in the phonological encoding of prosody and in its phonetic expression. The review points to the need for a model of
prosody that is robust to contextually driven variation affecting the production and perception of prosodic form.
Keywords: prosodic variation; intonation; prominence; prosodic phrasing; discourse context

1. Context, prosodic form and prosodic meaning
The prosodic form of a linguistic expression is linked in
many ways to the context in which it is communicated.
Prosodic form is influenced by context within the utterance and by the broader context of the discourse and
situational setting of the utterance. Prosody also communicates information about those contexts. This review
article considers the relationship between prosody and
context, highlighting the role of prosody in conveying
meaning related to the grammatical structure of words and
their syntactic configuration (within-utterance context),
and in conveying pragmatic meaning related to the
broader linguistic context of the discourse and of the
situational context, including speaker and addressee
attributes. Also examined is the influence of linguistic
context on the phonetic expression of prosody.
This review builds on Wagner and Watson’s (2010)
review article on prosody, which highlights prosodic
prominence and boundaries in language processing. Here,
we focus on how the same prosodic elements (prominence
and boundaries) encode information about the linguistic and
situational context. The dependencies between prosody and
context discussed below highlight the role of prosody in the
grammatical system of a language, its function in conveying
discourse meaning and in managing interaction in dialogue.
Regrettably, some topics relevant to an understanding of
prosody in relation to context are only briefly discussed,
e.g., the role of prosody in the expression of emotion, and
prosodic imitation or entrainment in interactive dialogue,
while others are not touched upon at all, e.g., the use of
prosody in the performance of reported speech (Klewitz &
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Couper-Kuhlen, 1999) or quoting (Couper-Kuhlen, 1996),
or prosody effects on code switching in a multilingual
discourse context (Shenk, 2006).
We start in Section 2 by establishing the phonological
basis of prosody and its phonetic expression. Section 3
discusses the role of prosody as a cue to the structural
context at the lexical, syntactic and discourse levels, and
Section 4 discusses the prosodic encoding of pragmatic
meaning related to the discourse context. Section 5 makes
the case for prosodic relativity in the need to evaluate
prosodic features relative to the phonological-prosodic
context in order to interpret those features as cues to the
linguistic context at syntax and discourse levels, and to the
situational context. In Section 6, we broaden our view to
consider how prosody signals information about context
having to do with the communicative situation.

2. Prosody in phonological form and its phonetic
expression
Prosody is often described in terms of intonation and
rhythm – the musical qualities of speech (Wennerstrom,
2001). Intonation and rhythm (or, more generally, timing)
are suprasegmental aspects of speech because they define
patterns that are largely independent of the segmental
makeup (i.e., the consonant and vowel phones) of a given
word or phrase. Suprasegmental properties relate to the
auditory impression of pitch, loudness, and the duration
and relative timing of phones, syllables and other speech
units. These auditory qualities in turn depend on timevarying properties of the acoustic signal, including
fundamental frequency (F0) and amplitude, and on the
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duration of acoustic intervals corresponding to phones and
syllables.
The association of prosody with suprasegmentals has a
long tradition in modern linguistics. For instance, Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1951) distinguish the prosodic
features of pitch, stress and duration from the ‘inherent’
distinctive features that characterise consonant and vowel
sounds. For Jakobson, Fant, and Halle prosodic features
are syntagmatic, encoding suprasegmental changes over
position (or over time) within the utterance, such as
an increase in pitch, loudness or syllable duration that
marks a stressed syllable in English. On the other hand,
‘inherent’ (segmental) distinctive features are paradigmatic, marking oppositions among lexically contrastive
consonants and vowels, such as, in English, the voicing
distinction between /b/ and /p/, or the height distinction
between /i/ and /e/. This functional distinction between
prosodic and inherent features breaks down when we
consider that in some languages suprasegmental features
function lexically to distinguish words, as with tone in
Chinese languages ([ma˥] ‘mother’ vs. [ma↿] ‘hemp’) or
contrastive word stress in English (IMport vs. imPORT),
or to mark grammatical features as with Spanish word
stress (HABlo ‘I speak’ vs. habLO ‘s/he spoke’). Linguists
often use the term ‘intonation’ to refer to the systematic
use of suprasegmental properties (or for some authors, just
pitch) at the phrase or utterance level to mark linguistic
information beyond word identity, i.e., post-lexical information (Cruttenden, 1986/1997; Gussenhoven, 2004;
Ladd, 2008). For example, in connected speech, where
words combine to form larger units such as phrases,
utterances and discourse segments, languages may use
pitch or other suprasegmental features to mark the beginning and/or final boundaries of such units, and in some
languages, to mark the relative prominence (defined more
precisely below) among words or larger constituents that
occur in the same unit. These intonational features may
function individually and in combination to convey utterance-level semantic and pragmatic meaning, as discussed
in Sections 3 and 4.
A two-level view of prosody in terms of suprasegmentals at the word-level marking paradigmatic (lexical)
contrast, and at the phrase-level conveying meaning about
larger constituents (intonation), is appealing in its simplicity but still does not tell the whole story. The first
problem concerns the function of prosody. Suprasegmental features at the word-level are not exclusively
used to encode lexical contrast; in some languages they
may be used syntagmatically and non-contrastively, paralleling their use in marking prosodic boundaries and
prominence at the phrase level. Examples include languages with word-level stress at an invariant, fixed
location (e.g., initial stress in Hungarian, see Varga,
1998), or languages that use tone or duration patterns to
mark the beginning or end of a phonological word (e.g.,

word-final lengthening in English, see Beckman &
Edwards, 1990). The second problem concerns the definition of prosody solely in terms of suprasegmentals. At
the same locations where prosody is expressed through
suprasegmental features we also often observe segmental
effects, for example, on the acoustic parameters that
encode voicing, manner or place of articulation. American
English illustrates two such effects. Stop consonants show
acoustic variation due to phrase-level prominence (‘pitch
accent’) which affects the acoustic cues to place and voice
features (Cole, Kim, Choi, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2007),
and vowels and sonorant consonants may exhibit glottalization when they occur initially in a prosodic phrase
(Dilley, Shattuck-Hufnagel, & Ostendorf, 1996).
These various perspectives on prosody, in terms of a
functional distinction (paradigmatic/syntagmatic), a level
distinction (lexical/phrasal) or a featural distinction (suprasegmental/segmental), can be unified through reference to
prosodic structure. Here, we may turn again to the musical
metaphor: Just as there are tonal and temporal structures that
give shape to the conventional melodies and rhythms of
music, it is proposed that there are phonological structures
that give rise to the prosody of spoken language. The idea is
that a hierarchically organised phonological structure
defines locations for the distribution of suprasegmental
features (including, importantly, tone features), and the
same structures influence the timing of phones and
syllables, defining contexts for variation in their phonetic
implementation (Beckman, 1996).1
Characterising prosody in terms of phonological structure affords prosodic features that have both paradigmatic
and syntagmatic functions. Prosodic features can mark
paradigmatic contrasts at the word level or above when
two or more perceptually distinct features are licensed to
occur in the same prosodic positions, where the choice
among them signals different meanings.2 In addition,
prosodic features can function syntagmatically in demarcating the sequence of syllables, words, phrases, etc., when
they occur at fixed locations in prosodic structure, such as
the beginning or end of a prosodic word or phrase
(Section 3).
Prosodic structure is defined both above and below the
level of the phonological word. Sub-lexical structures are
the syllable and (in at least some languages) the metrical
foot, the latter serving to locate word-level stress (Hammond, 2011). Above the level of the word there are
various proposals, but common structures include the
prosodic phrase (possibly with two distinct levels), the
utterance and the discourse segment as post-lexical
prosodic constituents. There are differences among languages in the prosodic structures that have been proposed
to account for observed phonological and phonetic
patterns, e.g., in whether foot structure is posited within
the prosodic phrase, or whether there is a level of structure
below the prosodic phrase, such as the accentual phrase.
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Notwithstanding these differences, most contemporary
prosodic analyses characterise prosody in terms of boundaries that mark the edges of prosodic constituents such as
words and phrases, and prominence (also stress, or accent)
that is assigned to a designated element (the head) within
the prosodic constituent at a given level. Phonological
representations in this type of analysis are layered, with
elements at a lower level combining to form constituents
of a higher level (e.g., Nespor & Vogel, 1986/2007;
Selkirk, 1984). For example, syllables combine to form
stress feet, feet combine to form prosodic words, prosodic
words combine to form prosodic phrases and so on up to
the level of the utterance and above that, the discourse
segment.
With prosody based in phonological structure, its
expression in both segmental and suprasegmental properties
can be understood as arising through two mechanisms.
First, prosodic structure defines the locations where tone
features are linked (e.g., at the edge of a phonological word,
on a stressed (prominent) syllable within the word, or a
phrase-final syllable), giving rise to the pitch contours that
carry lexical, grammatical or pragmatic meaning. Second,
prosodic structure influences the timing and magnitude of
articulatory gestures for consonants and vowels. Generally
speaking, gestures are lengthened and strengthened in
certain prosodic positions (e.g., phrase-initially and in
phrase-level prominent positions), while they are shortened
and reduced in other positions (phrase-medially and in
non-prominent positions), as shown in numerous works
on English, including Edwards, Beckman, and Fletcher
(1991); de Jong, Beckman, and Edwards (1993); Byrd and
Saltzman (1998); Cho (2005); Byrd, Krivokapić, and Lee
(2006); Cho and Keating (2009); Krivokapić and Byrd
(2012) and in other languages (e.g., see works cited in Cho
and Keating (2009) on prosodic strengthening and lengthening in Dutch, French, German, Korean, Spanish and other
languages). These effects of prosodic context on articulation
give rise to prosodically conditioned acoustic variation in

3

consonants and vowels (i.e., segmental effects), as reported
in numerous studies based on measures of acoustic duration,
vowel formants, voice onset time (VOT), intensity and
spectral measures of consonant place (e.g., Arabic: de Jong
& Zawaydeh, 1999; American English: Cho, 2005; Cole
et al., 2007; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007; Dutch: Cho
& McQueen, 2005; Spanish: Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto,
2011; and many other works).
Figure 1 illustrates the prosodic structure assigned to an
utterance of English, based on the autosegmental-metrical
model (Ladd, 2008). The Intonational Phrase is the highest
level of structure in this diagram, and the lowest level is the
syllable. Elements designated as prominent are marked as
‘strong’ (subscripted s), and are the eligible anchor
positions for pitch accents, represented in the diagram
with the tone features H*, !H* and L*. In English, these
pitch accents typically convey meaning related to the
information status of a word or phrase. Also shown are
tones that associate with the right edge of the intermediate
prosodic phrase (H-, L-), and the intonational phrase (H%).
The pitch accents and boundary tones together determine
the pitch contour over the entire utterance.
We adopt the view of prosody as based in phonological
structure in this review. Context effects on the distribution
and realisation of prosodic features, such as pitch accents
or boundary tones, are discussed in the following sections
in terms of the mediating prosodic structures. We ask two
general questions about the relationship between prosody
(i.e., structure and associated features) and properties of
the linguistic and situational context:
. What aspects of prosody are affected by context?
. What kinds of contextual information are conveyed
through prosody?
In the following sections categorical prosodic features
(structural, or features associated to prosodic structure) are
distinguished from their phonetic expression in continuous-valued acoustic or articulatory parameters. Prosody in

Figure 1. Diagram of an utterance showing hierarchically layered prosodic structure at the syllable, foot, word and phrase levels.
Prominent positions are designated as strong (subscript ‘s’), and tone features are as described in the text.
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the speech signal is discussed in terms of acoustic
correlates of phonological prosodic structures and their
associated tone features, or in terms of the listener’s
perception of those elements.
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3. Prosody signals structure
With the understanding that prosodic structures license
intonational (tone) features and influence the timing and
magnitude of articulatory gestures, as described above,
then it follows that patterns of variation in pitch, segment
duration, voice quality and acoustic correlates of segment
strength-of-articulation serve to index those prosodic
structures. Furthermore, as discussed in this section,
prosodic structures align (probabilistically) with lexical,
syntactic and discourse structures, so it follows that the
same patterns of segmental and suprasegmental variation
also index the lexical, syntactic and discourse structures of
the utterance. In other words, the phonetic correlates of
prosodic structure and associated prosodic features provide cues in the speech signal for the multi-layered
linguistic context of words, phrases, utterances and larger
discourse segments. Referring back to the utterance
diagrammed in Figure 1, in the spoken realisation of this
utterance we expect to find a pitch plateau on the word
standing expressing the high tone (H-) marking the
intermediate phrase boundary, and a pitch rise from a
low value at the start of the word mountain expressing the
rising tone sequence (L-H%) marking the intonational
boundary. These pitch patterns mark not only the ends
of prosodic phrases, but due to the alignment of the
prosodic phrases at their right edge with major syntactic
boundaries, they also mark locations of syntactic juncture
(in this example, between a verb and its PP adjunct),
clause ending and possibly also the end of a discourse
constituent.
This section reviews three kinds of linguistic structure
that are cued by prosody and the phonetic expression of
those prosodic cues. We want to know what kinds of
structure from the linguistic context can be signalled by
prosody, and whether there are common patterns in the
prosodic marking of lexical, syntactic or discourse structure across languages. Here we consolidate findings from
numerous studies that demonstrate the prosodic marking
of linguistic constituent boundaries, starting from the word
level and going up to the level of the discourse unit.
3.1. Prosody signals word segmentation
Many languages, including Arabic, English, Greek, Spanish, Turkish and a host of others, assign prosodic structure
in the domain of the phonological word, locating stressprominence on one syllable (or mora), typically at or near
the left or right edge of the word. Stress prominence is
culminative, in that there is a single primary stress for

each phonological word (Hayes, 1995, p. 24), and it is
delimitative, in that it signals the (precise or near) location
of a word edge (Kager, 1995). Given these properties, the
phonetic exponents of stress signal word units and provide
cues that help listeners segment words from continuous
speech (Finnish and Dutch: Vroomen, Tuomainen, & de
Gelder, 1998; British English: Mattys, White, & Melhorn,
2005).
The phonetic implementation of word stress can be
measured in acoustics and in articulation, and include
segmental and suprasegmental effects (Gordon, 2011).
The acoustic correlates of word stress differ among stress
languages, but a common pattern is for stressed syllables
to have greater magnitude than unstressed syllables in one
or more acoustic dimensions. Early work on the acoustic
correlates of primary word stress in English shows that in
comparison with unstressed syllables, stressed syllables
have greater duration, greater intensity and formant values
showing vowels that are more peripheral in the vowel
space (Fry, 1955; Lehiste, 1970; Lieberman, 1960). Fry
also includes F0 as a primary correlate of word stress, but
F0 in English is more likely a correlate of phrasal
prominence and its associated pitch accent (Bolinger,
1958; Ladd, 2008, pp. 50–52; Pierrehumbert, 1980).
Work by Sluijter and van Heuven (1996a) on Dutch
shows that stressed syllables exhibit a change in spectral
balance relative to unstressed syllables, which the authors
interpret as indicating greater vocal effort in the production of stress. Sluijter and van Heuven (1996b) report
similar findings for English (but cf. Campell & Beckman,
1997), as do Plag, Kunter, and Schramm (2011) in a study
designed to differentiate between effects due to word-level
stress and effects due to pitch accent (i.e., phrasal
prominence). Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto (2011) look for
acoustic correlates of stress in Central Catalan and
Castilian Spanish, also differentiating stress effects from
phrasal prominence and find duration to be the most
consistent correlate, with little effects of word-level stress
on overall intensity. This work also finds effects of stress
on spectral balance (termed spectral ‘tilt’), as was reported
for Dutch and English, but only in Catalan, where the
effects can be attributed to the pattern of vowel centralization in unstressed syllables. With Campbell and Beckman (1997), Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto suggest that vowel
centralization may underlie the Dutch and English findings as well.
Looking at acoustic correlates of stress in other
languages, we find differences among languages in the
effect of stress on vowel centralization and overall
intensity, but increased duration appears as a consistent
correlate of stress across languages, when stress is
considered independently of phrasal prominence (Arabic:
de Jong & Zawaydeh, 1999; German: Dogil & Williams,
1999; Dutch: Cho & McQueen, 2005; see Ortega-Llebaria
& Prieto, 2011, for other examples). When a stressed
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syllable has phrasal prominence, F0 effects are also
frequently reported, again, most likely due to pitch
accents.
Many languages exhibit effects of stress on the strength
of consonant and vowel articulations, with strengthening in
stressed syllables and weakening in unstressed syllables.
Most generally, stress-induced strengthening is manifest in
articulatory gestures that are longer in duration relative to
the weakened gestures in unstressed syllables. Strengthened consonants also typically exhibit greater constriction,
while strengthened vowels tend to be more peripheral in the
vowel space, though other patterns of vowel strengthening
are also reported (see discussion in Gordon, 2011). Building on Lindblom’s (1990) idea of a continuum of articulation, de Jong (1995) interprets the phonetic correlates of
stress in English as resulting from localised hyperarticulation of the stressed syllable. Findings from articulatory
studies in a number of languages generally support this
view (American English: Beckman & Edwards, 1994; de
Jong et al., 1993 German: Mooshammer, Bombien, &
Krivokapic, 2013; Mooshammer & Fuchs, 2002; Italian:
Avesani, Vayra, & Zmarich, 2007).
The above examples show that across languages, wordlevel stress generally conditions greater overall intensity
and duration as acoustic correlates, and strengthened
segmental articulations. Duration in particular appears to
be the most reliable correlate, signalling a local change in
tempo that listeners can and do use, at least in some
languages, as cues to word boundaries and aids to word
segmentation in continuous speech recognition.
3.2. Prosody signals syntactic phrase boundaries
Words in continuous speech are grouped into prosodic
phrases which may vary in length depending on speech
rate, the degree of emphasis over the utterance, the
syntactic structure of the utterance and other factors.
Many studies have examined the correspondence between
prosodic and syntactic phrase structures in English and in
a host of other languages.3 The general finding for
English, for example, is that while there is a strong
tendency for prosodic phrase edges to coincide with the
edges of syntactic constituents, other constraints may
intervene, resulting in mismatches between prosodic and
syntactic phrases. An important constraint is that words
that are linked through a meaning dependency preferentially occur in the same prosodic phrase: boundaries signal
the relative independence of the upcoming words to the
immediately preceding words (Breen, Watson, & Gibson,
2010; Frazier, Clifton, & Carlson, 2004; Selkirk, 1984).
The example utterances in (1), which are from two
spontaneous speech corpora of American English, illustrate prosody–syntax alignment (1a), and mismatches (1b,
c), with slashes marking lower (/) and higher levels of (//)
prosodic boundary. The mismatches – for the prosodic
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boundaries after to in (1b) and after wheel in (1c) –
depend, of course, on the syntactic analyses one assumes.
Some researchers may view cases such as these as
evidence for syntactic structures with displaced constituents such that prosodic boundaries may well align with
syntactic structures at some level of analysis. The more
general point here is that there is a relationship between
prosodic and syntactic structures, but complexity arises
due to complexity in one or both types of structure, and
through the (real or apparent) misalignment of structures:4
(1) a. Now you’re gonna go straight up / to the right of
the abandoned cottage // and make a left
b. More ‘n more people // y’know // struggling to /
get a gun and / shoot someone
c. So you’re gonna go / between / the mill wheel //
and the mountain
The examples in (1) distinguish two levels of prosodic
phrasing, as does the prosodic structure diagrammed in
Figure 1 above. The autosegmental-metrical model of
intonation posits this distinction in English on the basis of
the F0 configurations observed preceding a phrasal
juncture (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 2008,
pp. 101–104; Pierrehumbert, 1980). More complex contours are observed at the end of phrases that are also
judged to have stronger juncture, e.g., at the end of an
utterance. This difference is modelled by allowing a single
tone feature, termed the ‘phrase accent’ (annotated H- or
L-) to mark a lower-level phrase boundary (the intermediate phrase in Figure 1), with an additional tone (H% or
L%) appended at the end of a higher-level boundary (the
intonational phrase in Figure 1). Combinations of phrase
accent and boundary tone can result in tonal contours,
such as a rising L-H%.
Experimental findings that point to the alignment of
prosodic and syntactic phrase edges, including those cited
above, are largely based on read speech, with sentences
designed by the experimenter to test factors that influence
prosodic phrasing. Finding evidence of a prosody–syntax
alignment in spontaneous speech is more challenging due
to (1) the difficulty in assigning syntactic structures to
spontaneous speech given the prevalence of sentence
fragments, run-on sentences and disfluency; and (2) the
lack of control over the myriad factors other than syntactic
context that may also influence prosodic phrasing. Schafer, Speer, Warren, and White (2000) approach the
problem through the use of a cooperative game task that
effectively constrains the range of lexical items, syntactic
structures and pragmatic context while still eliciting
spontaneous speech from their study participants. They
report that speakers use prosodic structure to signal
syntactic structure in disambiguating early vs. late closure,
locating a stronger prosodic boundary (//) at the location
of the higher syntactic boundary in utterances such as
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‘When that moves the square // it should land in a good
spot’, and ‘When that moves // the square will encounter a
cookie’.
While not every syntactic juncture coincides with a
prosodic phrase juncture, prosodic boundaries perceived
by transcribers tend to align with syntactic boundaries.
Two corpus studies examine prosody–syntax alignment in
unrestricted, conversational speech which has been annotated for its syntactic structures using automatic methods,
or by trained experts.5 Calhoun (2006) reports that fully
72.3% of (syntactic) clause boundaries coincide with
prosodic phrase boundaries, and she further shows that a
statistical model that incorporates syntactic, semantic and
acoustic features can predict over 87% of prosodic phrase
boundaries. In a study with similar speech materials but
with prosody annotations collected from groups of
untrained, naive transcribers, Cole, Mo, and Baek (2010)
report that 51% of clause-final syntactic boundaries (‘S’ or
‘S-bar’) are judged as locations of prosodic boundaries by
over half the transcribers (15–22 total), with boundaries
perceived less consistently at lower-level syntactic junctures (e.g., NP, PP); dropping the threshold to count
locations where one or more transcribers perceive a
prosodic boundary results in prosodic boundaries at 98%
of the clause boundaries in the corpus.
Prosodic phrases may be phonetically marked at their
left and right boundaries, and here we cite a handful of
studies from a larger body of work on acoustic and
articulatory correlates of prosodic phrase boundaries. It
bears noting, again, that most of the works cited below are
based on read speech materials, which is significant in
light of the claim that prosodic phrasing is influenced by
factors related to speech planning (Watson & Gibson,
2004). It is evident even to the casual observer that there
are differences between read and spontaneous speech,
arguably due to differences in speech planning, and these
differences extend to prosody (Blaauw, 1994). Further
research is needed to establish whether there are differences in the phonetic cues to prosodic boundaries in read
vs. spontaneous speech, and to compare phonetic cues to
boundaries across languages that differ in their syntactic
or prosodic structures.
Prosodic phrasing is phonetically realised through the
location of silent pause at prosodic phrase junctures and
through lengthening of segments preceding a prosodic
boundary (final lengthening). Both are well-studied phenomena by researchers in phonetics, spoken language
processing and speech technologies.6 Acoustic evidence
for final lengthening is shown for American English
(Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010; Wightman, Shattuck-Hufnagel,
Ostendorf, & Price, 1992; Yoon, Cole, & HasegawaJohnson, 2007), where lengthening may extend as far
back as the primary stressed syllable in antepenultimate
position (Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007). Acoustic
evidence of final lengthening is also reported for other

varieties of English (British English: Hirst & Bouzon,
2005; Singapore English: Low, Grabe, & Nolan, 2001),
and for many other languages (e.g., Mandarin Chinese:
Cao, 2004; Dutch: Cambier-Langeveld, 1997; Cho &
McQueen, 2005; Hungarian: Hockey & Fagyal, 1999;
Russian: Volskaya & Stepanova, 2004; Swedish: Horne,
Strangert, & Heldner, 1995). Articulatory studies with
American English show that lengthening effects are
gradient, decreasing with distance from the boundary
(Byrd, Kaun, Narayanan, & Saltzman, 2000; Byrd &
Saltzman, 1998; Edwards et al., 1991; Krivokapić & Byrd,
2012). Prosodic phrase boundaries are also phonetically
marked by lengthening and articulatory strengthening of
the segment immediately following a boundary (initial
strengthening), with acoustic and articulatory evidence
from English (Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Keating, Cho,
Fougeron, & Hsu, 2003) and from other languages
(Dutch: Cho & McQueen, 2005; French: Fougeron,
2001; Korean: Cho & Keating, 2001; see also Keating
et al., 2003). Comparing initial strengthening in Dutch and
English, Cho and McQueen (2005) argue that strengthening effects may be language-specific, affecting those
acoustic parameters that cue phonological contrast in the
language.
Prosodic phrasing is also phonetically signalled
through F0 patterns that extend over material preceding
the right-edge boundary and in some languages with F0
marking at the left-edge boundary. These F0 patterns
realise the edge tones associated with the prosodic
boundary. The intonational encoding of prosodic phrase
boundaries has been a primary focus of research for many
decades, and is addressed in every framework proposed
for the analysis of intonation (representative works include
Bolinger, 1982; Halliday, 1967; Hirst, Di Cristo, &
Espesser, 2000; Pierrehumbert, 1980; t’Hart, Collier, &
Cohen, 1990). Different F0 contours, representing distinct
configurations of edge tones, are associated with differences in the pragmatic meaning of the utterance, as
discussed in Section 4.2. Here we note only that the F0
contours that mark the end of a prosodic phrase are
distinct from F0 contours that express pitch accents
primarily in not being prominence-lending, which is to
say that they extend over one or more final syllables
regardless of the status of those syllables as prominent
(i.e., as bearing word-level stress or phrasal prominence).
In additional to the lengthening, strengthening and F0
effects of prosodic phrase boundaries, certain laryngeal
effects such as glottalization of domain-initial sonorants and
creaky voice in the final region of the prosodic phrase are
observed in American English (Dilley et al., 1996; Redi &
Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2001). These phonetic effects of boundaries appear not to be as common cross-linguistically as
lengthening, strengthening and F0 effects.
The studies cited above, and many others, establish that
across languages prosodic phrase structure is acoustically
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signalled through pause and through increased phone and
syllable duration in the vicinity of a prosodic boundary,
and through the presence of non-prominence-lending F0
contours that realise edge tones. Voice quality effects and
acoustic effects of articulatory strengthening may provide
additional boundary cues in some languages. Because
prosodic phrase boundaries tend to align with syntactic
phrase edges, prosodic boundary cues are to some degree
indicative of the syntactic context that coincides with the
prosodic boundary. Indeed, a number of perception studies
show that listeners are sensitive to prosodic boundary cues
and use prosodic information in interpreting sentence
structure (American English: Carlson, Clifton, & Frazier,
2001; Clifton, Carlson, & Frazier, 2002; Schafer et al.,
2000; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003).
Assessing the role of prosody in cueing syntactic
structure in conversational speech is less straightforward
than in read speech. The reliability of prosodic cues to
syntactic boundaries in conversational, unscripted speech
is limited by the fact that, at least for English, prosodic
boundaries may be optional, both clause-internally, and
at locations of clause-level syntactic boundaries. For
example, Snedeker and Trueswell (2003) show that
speakers in their study were not consistent in producing
prosodic boundaries in contexts where such boundaries
can disambiguate competing syntactic analyses, e.g., in
distinguishing PP attachment in NP modifier readings
[Tap (the frog with the flower)] vs. instrumental readings
[Tap (the frog) (with the flower)], even when speakers
were aware of the ambiguity and were engaged in
interactive, instruction-giving dialogue. From this study
it appears that while the presence of a boundary is often
informative, the absence of a prosodic boundary at a word
edge is not a reliable cue to the immediate syntactic
context of the word. On the other hand, Kraljic and
Brennan (2005) find consistent prosodic marking of
syntactic structure in spontaneous English speech in tasks
where speakers are engaged in interactive communication,
and they suggest that the failure to prosodically encode
syntactic boundaries occurs in non-interactive or routine
speaking tasks (as in the Snedeker & Trueswell study).
Another complicating factor for the mapping from prosodic boundary to syntactic boundary in speech comprehension is the distinction between lower- and higher-level
prosodic boundaries. Although there is a tendency for
speakers to use higher prosodic boundaries at higher
syntactic junctures (Ladd, 2008, pp. 288–299; Wagner,
2005, 2010), there is not a strict association between a
specific level or type of syntactic juncture and the
occurrence of either an intermediate or intonational phrase
boundary. Rather, what is important is the strength of a
prosodic boundary relative to other nearby prosodic
boundaries, which should correspond to the relative
strength of the corresponding syntactic boundaries at the
same locations (Clifton et al., 2002; Schafer et al., 2000;
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Wagner, 2005, 2010). These and other examples of
prosodic relativity are discussed in Section 5.
Evidence from prosodic transcription studies points
to the difficulties listeners face in interpreting prosodic
cues to syntactic structure. For example, trained transcribers for American English show high agreement rates
for the location of prosodic boundaries, with much lower
rates for discrimination between intermediate vs. intonational phrase boundaries (Pitrelli, Beckman, & Hirschberg,
1994; Yoon, Chavarría, Cole, & Hasegawa-Johnson,
2004), indicating that the acoustic cues (or other criteria)
for differentiating boundary level are not always very
clear. The difficulty in perceiving distinctions in boundary
strength is surprising in light of evidence from production
studies with read speech showing that speakers do, in
some instances, produce distinctions in prosodic boundary
strength in structurally ambiguous sentences, where the
stronger prosodic boundary signals the higher syntactic
boundary (see further discussion in Section 5.3). Nonetheless, the difficulty transcribers have in perceiving
boundary-level distinctions suggests that speakers are not
consistent in producing boundary-level distinctions. At the
minimum, we acknowledge that uncertainty in the perception of boundary strength reduces the reliability, and
therefore also the validity of the prosodic boundary as a
cue to syntactic structure.
Other factors that impact the identification of syntactic
boundaries on the basis of prosodic boundaries relate to
speaker variability in the selection of acoustic cues that
encode boundaries, and ambiguity in the interpretation of
boundary cues. For example, in their study of prosody
perception and production in Southern British English,
Peppé, Wells, and Maxim (2000) report that speakers vary
in their use of pause, lengthening and F0 contours to mark
an utterance-internal prosodic boundary in producing lists
with two elements, ‘[X Y] and Z’, or three elements, ‘X,
Y, and Z’. Another factor is the overlap in the acoustic
cues for prosodic boundaries and the acoustic expression
of disfluency (Shriberg, 2001). For instance, silent pause
occurs frequently in disfluencies that express hesitation, or
preceding a disfluency repair (Nakatani & Hirschberg,
1994). Disfluent pauses tend to occur early in an
utterance, and need not coincide with major syntactic
juncture, yet they may be difficult to distinguish on
phonetic grounds from pauses that mark fluent prosodic
and syntactic boundaries (Cole et al., 2005). Yet another
limiting factor is the fact that some acoustic effects
(increased duration, some F0 contours) are potentially
ambiguous as cues to prosodic boundary or as cues to
phrasal prominence, since they arise variously under both
conditions. We return in Section 7.1 to the question of the
interaction among contextual factors that affect the
realisation of prosody, e.g., on F0 as a cue to both pitch
accent and prosodic boundary.
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At present we must acknowledge that despite the fact
that researchers find acoustic cues to prosodic boundary,
our understanding of how these cues function in signalling
information about the syntactic context in the vicinity of a
cue is limited by (1) the inconsistent relationship between
prosodic and syntactic structure, and (2) variability in
selection of acoustic cues that encode prosodic boundaries
and (3) the use of potentially ambiguous acoustic cues to
prosodic boundaries.
3.3. Prosody signals discourse structure and rhetorical
structure
Similar to the manner in which prosody provides cues to
syntactic boundaries, there is also prosodic marking of the
boundaries of discourse segments in interactive speech.
Prosodic encoding of discourse structure in particular has
been investigated in the context of research in conversational interaction, and for the development of computer
dialogue processing systems. Commonly observed patterns in conversational and read speech are high F0 and
increased F0 range in the initial phrase of a discourse unit
(also topic unit, or rhetorical unit for read text),7 with
declining F0 across utterances within the unit, ending in a
low F0 at the end of the discourse unit or turn (English:
Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Herman, 2000; Menn &
Boyce, 1982; Yule, 1980; Dutch: Geluykens & Swerts,
1994; Sluijter & Terken, 1993; Swerts, 1997; Swerts &
Geluykens, 1993, 1994; Mandarin: Tseng, Pin, Lee,
Wang, & Chen, 2005; Wang & Xu, 2011). Following the
end of a topic unit (as a type of discourse unit), an F0 reset
or increase is found at the start of a new topic (American
English: Nakajima & Allen, 1993; Dutch: Geluykens &
Swerts, 1994; Mandarin: Wang & Xu, 2011). A related
finding is that speakers use a flat mid-level or high pitch at
the end of an utterance to mark the continuation of a topic,
where it signals that the speaker does not want to
relinquish the floor to their conversation partner (English:
Laskowski, Helder, & Edlund, 2009; Brazilian Portuguese: Oliveira & Freitas, 2008). Many of the studies just
cited also report longer pauses at the end of a discourse
unit than at the end of prosodic phrases that are medial in
the discourse unit. Additional durational effects are
observed in speech rate changes in the vicinity of a
discourse boundary. For instance, Smith (2004) finds
increased final lengthening and slower speech rate at the
end of a textually defined discourse segment and into the
initial breath group of the following discourse segment,
while den Ouden, Noordman, and Terken (2009) find
slower speech rate on the nucleus of the discourse
segment (described as the central part of a text span),
and faster speech rate across the juncture of text segments
that are causally related (i.e., not topic shift junctures).
The beginning and end of a discourse (or rhetorical)
segment are also, of course, the beginning and end of a

prosodic phrase, but the discourse boundary is distinguished from a (discourse-medial) prosodic phrase boundary by the acoustic enhancement of the phrase-marking
prosody. For instance, Geluykens and Swerts (1994), in a
study of Dutch spontaneous instruction-giving dialogues,
show that the lowest F0 values are observed at the end of
a clause that is also the end of a topic unit, which is
operationally defined in their task as the end of a step in
the instruction sequence. In another paper from the same
study, Swerts and Geluykens (1993) report that in addition
to F0 marking of the edges of a discourse segment,
speakers also produce the longest pauses at the end of a
topic unit.
As with syntactic boundaries, the relationship between
prosodic marking and discourse structure is not simple,
and exhibits substantial variability. Speakers do not
consistently produce prosodic cues that identify the
beginning or end of a discourse unit, or cues that signal
the end of the speaker’s turn. For example, Caspers
(2003), in a study of Dutch MapTask dialogues, finds
that the end of a discourse segment is not always marked
with intonational features, and many discourse-final locations are described as being marked with nothing more
than typical ‘sentence-final’ intonation. Of course, there
are many acoustic correlates of prosodic structure, so a
failure to find evidence from one acoustic correlate for
discourse boundaries, such as F0, does not mean that the
discourse boundary is not prosodically marked. It is likely
that listeners’ ability to perceive discourse boundaries
rests on the combined evidence from multiple acoustic
cues. Evidence from perception studies supports this view.
Swerts and Geluykens (1993, 1994) and Geluykens and
Swerts (1994) show that Dutch listeners are sensitive to
F0 and pause as prosodic cues to discourse structure
marking the end-of-turn in Dutch and can detect such
boundaries even in band-pass filtered speech that reveals
little of the lexical content of the speech. In related work
on Dutch, Swerts, Bouwhuis, and Collier (1994) present
results from a perception study showing that the register,
range and shape of the pitch contour at the end of an
utterance convey the degree of finality, e.g., expressing the
end of a discourse unit.
Herman (2000) tests American English listeners’
sensitivity to discourse prosody with naturally produced,
read speech, and finds that although speakers do not
always produce prosodic cues that effectively distinguish discourse-final utterances (2b) from non-final
utterances (2a), when such cues are present listeners
use them to identify the discourse context of an
utterance that is presented in isolation. Herman reports
the presence of acoustic cues to discourse boundary in
those utterances where listeners detected a boundary, in
measures of F0, duration and root-mean-square (RMS)
intensity over the entire utterance and in cues that are
localised in the final syllable:
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(2) Example dialogues from Herman (2000).
Prompt produced by experimenter:
Are you going to need to change advisors?
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Response produced by participant:
I was talking to my advisor the other day.
She said she's going to be doing field research in
Kenya.
(a) She'll be gone for the whole year.
(b) It's o.k. to have an advisor who's away, but only for
one quarter.
Further evidence that listeners are sensitive to prosodic
encoding of discourse boundaries comes from studies
showing that listeners judge speech as more natural when
it displays typical discourse prosody. Thus, Sluijter and
Terken (1993) find that Dutch listeners judge diphonesynthesised speech as more natural when it displays
paragraph intonation patterns with F0 declination such as
were produced by Dutch speakers in their study. Similarly,
Smith (2004) found that American English listeners judge
resynthesized speech generated with final lengthening and
pause duration patterns based on native speaker productions as more natural than the same speech resynthesized
without F0 and pause as cues to discourse prosody.
To summarise, many studies show prosodic marking of
discourse structure, with boundaries marked by shifts in
F0, local segment duration and (in some studies) intensity
in the vicinity of the discourse boundary, and by pauses at
the juncture between discourse segments. The prosodic
cues to discourse boundaries are largely the same as the
cues that mark prosodic phrase boundaries, but in
discourse boundary locations the cues are enhanced:
more extreme F0 maxima and minima at the beginning
and end of a discourse segment, respectively, increased
final lengthening effects, and longer pauses. Many studies
show variability in the prosodic encoding of discourse
structure, both across experimental items and across
speakers, so listeners cannot rely exclusively on such
cues to identify discourse context; but when prosodic cues
are available, listeners do appear to make use of them in
detecting discourse boundaries and in evaluating the
degree of discourse cohesion or juncture between successive among utterances in a discourse.
4. Prosody signals discourse meaning
One of the most salient aspects of prosody in English is its
role in communicating the meaning of a phrase or
sentence as it relates to the discourse context. The function
of prosody in communicating those elements of meaning
that lie ‘beyond words’ is widely recognised and has been
an increasing focus of research in recent years (BarthWeingarten, Dehé, & Wichmann, 2009; Wichmann,
2011). This section examines how prosody conveys the
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meaning of an utterance as it relates to the discourse
context, as one component of pragmatic meaning (the
other being meaning related to the situational context,
discussed in Section 6). The function of prosody in
conveying pragmatic meaning across languages is claimed
to derive from deep-rooted biological mechanisms (Section 4.6), yet despite this common basis, there are
sometimes remarkable differences among languages in
the aspects of discourse meaning that are prosodically
encoded, and in the phonetic expression of prosodic
features marking discourse meaning. This section reviews
three types of discourse meaning signalled by prosody –
focus or information status, illocutionary force and affective meaning – and also discusses the role of prosody in
managing discourse interactions between speakers. The
status of prosodic encoding of discourse meaning is
discussed in relation to its variability, its use by listeners
and by considering its basis in biological mechanisms.
4.1. Prosodic prominence signals focus and
information status
In many languages, prosodic prominence conveys information about the semantic and pragmatic context by signalling
the status of a word or constituent as new to the discourse
(so-called ‘broad’ or informational focus), or as having
contrastive or narrow-scope focus (American English:
Breen, Fedorenko, Wagner, & Gibson, 2010). For example,
English and German signal focus and information status
(i.e., new/given, or the accessibility of a word given the
discourse context, see Wagner & Watson, 2010) through the
assignment of phrasal prominence and an associated pitch
accent on a focused or discourse-new word (e.g., English:
Brown, 1983; Büring, 2006; Chafe, 1987; Ladd, 2008, pp.
213–259; Rooth, 1992; Selkirk, 1995; German: Ferý, 1993;
Ferý & Kügler, 2008).
In English, the association between pitch accents on
one hand, and focus or information status on the other is
mediated through phrase-level metrical structure (i.e., the
strong–weak patterning of feet as in Figure 1). A word
located in a strong position in the phrase-level metrical
structure is prominent relative to a word in a weak
(or hierarchically lower) position, and the rightmost
prominent word in the phrase is the head or nucleus of
the phrase – unless a preceding word has narrow or
contrastive focus, in which case the focused word is
assigned the nuclear prominence (Calhoun, 2010a, 2010b;
Katz & Selkirk, 2011; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Selkirk,
1995;). The nucleus is assigned an obligatory pitch accent.
Additional pitch accents are optionally assigned to prenuclear words (Bolinger, 1986) based on their informativeness (Calhoun, 2010b), and exhibit a tendency towards
rhythmic alternation and early placement in the phrase
(Calhoun, 2010a; Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ostendorf, & Ross,
1994). In English the nuclear prominence is the highest
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prominence in the phrase-level metrical structure, and is
sometimes described as having the greatest (perceptual)
salience (Ladd, 2008, pp. 131–147). For example, in John
ate the APPLE, both John and apple are prominent, but as
the nuclear element, apple has greater prominence and an
obligatory pitch accent. The nuclear prominence can occur
earlier in the sentence when it marks an emphatic or
contrastive focus, as in JOHN ate the apple uttered in
response to the question Did Mary eat the apple?.
Non-final nuclear prominence in English can also
occur under other conditions related to discourse meaning.
Gussenhoven (1984) observes that nuclear prominence
(accent in his terminology) is normally assigned to an
argument in an argument–predicate construction that
constitutes a single focus domain ([A P]), e.g., Our
DOG’s disappeared, or The COFFEEMAKER broke, a
pattern that Ladd (2008, p. 247) attributes to the fact that
arguments typically carry more semantic weight than
predicates. Accordingly, Ladd and Gussenhoven observe
that nuclear prominence will occur on the predicate when
its argument is a semantically light pronoun or indefinite
(i.e., the argument is not lexically filled), as in He
DISAPPEARED vs. Our DOG’s disappeared, or I ATE
something vs. I ate an APPLE (Ladd, 2008, pp. 223–
251). Gussenhoven (1984) argues that the status of the
sentence as eventive (i.e., expressing an actual event) is
another factor affecting nuclear prominence, with prominence assigned to the predicate rather than the argument
in non-eventive sentences (i.e., hypothetical, conditional
or definitional), as in Apples are FRUIT, People will be
SHOT, or Dogs must be CARRIED.8
The description above reveals the complexity of the
system that assigns prominence (via metrical structure) to
words within a phrase in English (and similarly, in Dutch).
Overall, there is a strong tendency for metrical structure to
be assigned to an utterance such that a word that carries
new information or a word with narrow focus will have
nuclear prominence. If this were an absolute rule, it would
result in a 1–1 mapping between information status/focus
and prominence. But identifying information status or
focus from prosody is challenging in English because
information status or focus are not the only factors that
determine metrical parsing and pitch accent placement. As
shown by Calhoun (2010b), factors related to rhythmic
structure and ‘accentability’ (i.e., predictability, referent
accessibility) also play a role in the location of pitch
accents. Calhoun offers the example in (3) from the
Switchboard corpus of American English telephone conversation speech (Godfrey, Holliman, & McDaniel, 1992).
The final utterance is of interest here. Although the noun
phrase the prison system is focused (as the response to the
question), and bears a pitch accent, the utterance is
produced with additional pitch accents on I and cut (as
identified in Calhoun’s prosodic annotation and also
visible from the pitch display shown there). These pre-
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nuclear pitch accents on words that are discourse-given
are motivated by metrical structure and the preference in
English for rhythmic alternation, which is attained in this
utterance: I would cut the prison systems:
(3)

B: my first comments on the budget
A: what would be the first thing you’d cut? defense?
B: Surprisingly, no
B: I would cut [the PRISON systems]F

Calhoun (2010a) offers another example of a mismatch
between information status and pitch accent from the
Switchboard corpus in (4). The final utterance, produced
as a single prosodic phrase (marked with parentheses),
was produced by Speaker A with the nuclear pitch accent
on a discourse-given word, goods, instead of locating it on
in or here, both of which are discourse-new and more
informative, and which are also closer to the right edge of
the phrase – the default position for nuclear prominence in
English:
(4)

A: the deficit basically is the trade surplus … we
have … more money going out, and too many
goods coming into this country … like Japan still
does not let us compete fairly in their country, and
obviously the demand for their goods is quite high
here so
A: [they can get their GOODS in here]

Calhoun explains the absence of a nuclear pitch accent on
in or here as reflecting the relatively low accentability of
these words:
[w]e do not expect in, a preposition, to be accented; and
so if it is, narrow scope is implied – for example, in as
opposed to out of here – which is odd in the context.
Similarly, an accent on here is not expected since it is
semantically light, so could introduce an unintended
alternative set of other places. Therefore, it [the pitch
accent /JC] has to occur on goods. (p. 27; italics
added here)

It follows that the post-nuclear pitch accent on here must
be attributed to rhythm. The overall picture, then, is that
while the presence of a salient pitch accent tends to be a
mark of new information or focus, it is not always so, and
the absence of pitch accent cannot always be interpreted
as indicating that a word or constituent is discourse-given
and not focused. Critical to the analysis of a given
utterance is that the pitch accents be interpreted relative
to other features of the prosodic structure in the utterance,
and in light of the lexical and syntactic properties of the
utterance, a point also emphasised by Katz and Selkirk
(2011). We return to these points in Section 5.
It is important to note that pitch accents are not
universally used to convey focus or information status.
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For example, in Spanish (Hualde, 2000), pitch accents are
assigned to (nearly) every content word, so the presence or
absence of a pitch accent does not convey information about
phrase-level distinctions in prominence or information
status. Another example is French (Delais-Roussarie &
Rialland, 2007), where pitch accent is associated with
the final position in the phrase, and it therefore signals
phrase structure rather than phrasal distinctions in prominence. Similarly, in Korean pitch accents mark prosodic
phrase structure, and focus is expressed primarily through
its effects on phrasing (Jun, 2005a). See Frota (2000,
pp. 15–31) for a typology of prosodic focus-marking
mechanisms across languages.
Focus and information status are phonetically
expressed in American English in the acoustic correlates
of prominence, including increased duration and intensity
(Cole, Mo, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010), through F0
correlates of pitch accents associated with prominence
(Breen, Fedorenko, et al., 2010; Cooper, Eady, & Mueller,
1985; Eady & Cooper, 1986; Eady, Cooper, Klouda,
Mueller, & Lotts, 1986; Katz & Selkirk, 2011; Xu &
Xu, 2005), and through acoustic effects on vowel
formants that reflect local hyper-articulation and in other
contrast-enhancing effects (Cho, 2005; de Jong, 1995).9
The shape of the F0 contour marking focus or
discourse-newness is determined by the particular tone
or tone sequence of the pitch accent, e.g., H* vs. L*+H
(Beckman, Hirschberg, & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2005; Gussenhoven, 1984; Pierrehumbert, 1980). A number of studies have investigated the pragmatic meaning associated
with the different pitch accent types in English and Dutch.
We discuss two here for illustration. Krahmer and Swerts
(2001) compare intonation patterns in contrastive and
non-contrastive focus in Dutch, and although they find
evidence from production data for a difference in the
distribution of pitch accents under the two focus conditions, they argue that these differences can be attributed to
the status of the pitch accent as nuclear (phrase-final) or
pre-nuclear, so the findings do not support the claim that
the choice of pitch accent directly encodes focus type.
Breen, Fedorenko, et al. (2010) come to a somewhat
different conclusion in their study comparing focus type
(contrastive vs. non-contrastive) and focus breadth (narrow vs. broad) in American English, where they find that
these distinctions are marked in the phonetic correlates of
the pitch accents that mark focus. Breen and colleagues
examined pitch accent in utterances of the type in (5b)
elicited in response to question prompts as in (5a). They
compare acoustic measures across sentences with different
focus conditions and their findings show that the distinction between contrastive and non-contrastive focus is
marked by lower F0 (mean and maximum) and higher
intensity on contrastive focus, and that in SVO sentences
with nuclear prominence on the object, narrow focus (on
the object) is distinguished from broad focus (on the VP
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or on the entire sentence) by higher F0 and longer
duration for the object in the narrow focus condition,
and in the wide focus condition by higher intensity and F0
and longer duration on prefocal words:
(5) a. prompting questions:
What happened last night?
(broad
Who fried an omelet?
(subject
What did Damon do to an omelet? (verb
What did Damon fry?
(object
b. Damon fried an omelet.

focus)
focus)
focus)
focus)

Looking beyond English, there are many studies that
examine the prosodic marking of focus and information
status in other languages. Ladd (2008, ch. 6.2) discusses
differences among languages in their sentence accent
patterns as they relate to the marking of information status.
He describes a salient difference between Romance and
Germanic languages concerning the absence of accent
(‘deaccenting’) on words that are discourse-given, which
is quite common in English, but not standard in Italian or
Romanian. Ladd’s observations are consistent with the
findings of Swerts, Krahmer, and Avesani (2002) in a
controlled study comparing Italian and Dutch for prosodic
marking of information status (newness and contrastive
focus).
Looking at the phonetic expression of prosodic features
that mark information status, although the detailed patterns
vary across languages, many studies report longer duration
and/or F0 contours with expanded F0 range for focused or
discourse-new words relative to words that precede or
follow them in the utterance (e.g., for Arabic: de Jong &
Zawaydeh, 2002; Dutch: Cambier-Langeveld & Turk,
1999; Cho & McQueen, 2005; German: Baumann & Grice,
2006; Baumann & Hadelich, 2003; Ferý & Kügler, 2008;
Mandarin Chinese: Xu, 1999; Xu & Wang, 2001; for other
languages, see Jun, 2005b; Ladd, 2008, ch. 6.2).
The studies cited above look at evidence for prosodic
marking of focus and information status in speakers’
productions. There have also been a number of studies
showing that listeners perceive prominence in relation to F0
as a correlate of pitch accent, and to other acoustic cues to
prominence, and use such cues to interpret the focus and
information status of referring expressions. One general
finding is that listeners tend to interpret unaccented words as
given or accessible based on the prior discourse, while
accented words are interpreted as new information, and
identified with less accessible referents (Dutch: Terken &
Nooteboom, 1987; German: Weber, Braun, & Crocker,
2006; British English: Chen, den Os, & de Ruiter, 2007;
American English: Birch & Clifton, 1995; Dahan, Tanenhaus, & Chambers, 2002; Ito & Speer, 2008; but cf., Arnold,
2008, for evidence against the accented word bias). The
interpretation of information status based on F0 appears not
to rely on a specific F0 value (e.g., peak height) on a given
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word, but rather requires considering the F0 contours
marking pitch accents in relation to one another and to the
word’s position as early or late in the utterance (Dutch:
Rump & Collier, 1996). The study by Krahmer and Swerts’
(2001) on contrastive accents in Dutch, discussed earlier,
finds similar evidence for the perception of prominence
differences in relation to focus (see further discussion in
Section 5.4).
Given that the accent status of a word influences the
interpretation of its information status, it follows that any
mismatch between the prior discourse context and the
accentuation of a word should disrupt discourse processing. This prediction is confirmed in several studies,
including some cited in the previous paragraph, which
show evidence from eye-tracking experiments that an
initial assignment of referent to a word can be misguided
by inappropriate accentuation (Arnold, 2008; Dahan et al.,
2002; Ito & Speer, 2008), and with evidence from eventrelated potentials (ERPs) for difficulty in semantic integration with inappropriate focus-marking pitch accents
(Magne, Astésano, Lacheret-Dujour, Morel, Alter, &
Besson, 2005). A related finding on the interpretation of
information status from prosody is that the choice of pitch
accent melody affects the interpretation of a word as new
vs. given (American English: Watson, Tanenhaus, &
Gunlogson, 2008; British English: Chen et al., 2007).
The effect of F0 on the interpretation of information
status differs across languages, and depends on the relative
contributions of word order and prosody in encoding
information status. Thus, in Germanic languages, where
word order within the sentence is relatively rigid, prosody
plays a key role in communicating focus and information
status. In contrast, and as noted above for Spanish, many
Romance languages and those from other language families
use primarily word order to express the same kinds of
meaning (Donati & Nespor, 2003). In a carefully designed
comparative study of Dutch and Italian, Swerts et al. (2002)
show that while Dutch listeners perceive gradient distinctions in emphasis between words bearing focal pitch accents
and unaccented words, Italian listeners do not. Furthermore,
Dutch listeners but not Italian listeners are able to identify
the preceding discourse context of a given utterance based
on its pattern of pitch accents. In some so-called free word
order languages, word order interacts with prosody in the
encoding of focus and information status (Georgian:
Skopeteas & Fanselow, 2010; Russian: Slioussar, 2011;
Romani: Arvaniti & Adamou, 2011), in which case listeners
may consider word order and prosody together in interpreting the information status of a word presented in its
discourse context (Russian: Luchkina & Cole, 2013, 2014).
In this section we have seen evidence from a variety of
languages, but especially from English and Dutch, for a
complex relationship between prosody and focus/information status. Focus and information status are expressed
through patterns of relative prominence among elements
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in a prosodic phrase, such that a word or constituent with
special focus (narrow or contrastive) has the greatest
prominence relative to other words and constituents in the
same phrase. For languages like English where focus is
marked through prominence and an associated pitch
accent, focused words are phonetically distinguished by
the F0 contour that expresses the focal pitch accent, and
by duration and intensity as correlates of phrasal prominence. Yet, the interpretation of these phonetic markers as
cues to focus or information status is complicated by the
possibility that not all pitch accents mark focus or new
information. Corpus studies suggest that such mismatches
are especially prevalent in spontaneous speech. Other
factors related to the phonological, lexical and syntactic
context, at a minimum, must be considered in determining
focus or information status on the basis of acoustic cues to
prominence and pitch accent.

4.2. Prosodic encoding of illocutionary force
At the phonological level, pragmatic meaning related to
the illocutionary force of an utterance (e.g., marking an
utterance as a statement, question, acknowledgement, etc.)
can be associated with individual intonational features and
their combination, which determine complex F0 contours
over an utterance (English: Beckman & Pierrehumbert,
1986; Gussenhoven, 1984; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg,
1990; Dutch: Grabe, Gussenhoven, Haan, Marsi, & Post,
1997; Gussenhoven, 1984). For example, a very common
intonational pattern for declarative sentences in American
English is illustrated in (6a), and its intonational composition is described by Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990)
as follows. The sequence of H* pitch accents mark new
information on content words, the L-phrase accent
expresses completion (the separation of this phrase from
what may follow) and the L% boundary tone expresses
that the current phrase is not referentially linked to a
following phrase, signalling a felicitous end to a discourse
segment. The same syntactic form (declarative) can be
used to convey a question with a change in the phrasal
tones. As described by Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, a
H- phrase accent conveys that the current phrase is part of
a larger interpretative unit that includes following material, and the H% boundary tone signals forward reference
(cross-speaker, in this example). (6b) could be uttered as
a covert request for information or confirmation, for
instance, in approaching a receptionist to check in for an
appointment:
(6) a. You deliberately deleted my files.
H*
H*
H* L- L%
b. My name is Mark Liberman
H*
H*
H- H%
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In addition to the production evidence for the prosodic
encoding of illocutionary force, there is evidence from a
small number of perception studies showing that listeners
can identify pragmatic meaning related to illocutionary
force based on the intonational features of an utterance
(e.g., Italian: D’Imperio & House, 1997; Swedish: House,
2003; Spanish: Face, 2005).
4.3. Prosodic encoding of affective meaning
Particular combinations of intonational features (pitch
accents, phrase tones) can also be associated with types
of affective meaning, conveying speaker attitude or
emotional state related to the interpretation of the utterance. For example, in American English the so-called
‘Rise-Fall-Rise’ contour over the nucleus of a prosodic
phrase expresses the speaker’s uncertainty about the
utterance in a given context, and in particular, uncertainty
about ‘some salient relationship between discourse entities’ (Ward & Hirschberg, 1985). This contour is comprised of a rising pitch accent (L*+H), which expresses
uncertainty or incredulity, followed by a phrase-final
continuation rise (L-H%), which expresses incompleteness. The example below (=Ward and Hirschberg’s ex. 6)
illustrates the use of this contour, which is annotated with
\…/ on the accented word, Bill. Here the speaker is
expressing uncertainty about Bill’s status on the scale of
sensibility:
(7)

How can anyone with any sense not like San
Francisco?
B: \Bill/ doesn’t like it.

Ward and Hirschberg (1985) analyse the meaning conveyed by the English Rise-Fall-Rise contour as a type of
conventional implicature – an aspect of the utterance
meaning that is not truth-conditional, but which constrains
the appropriateness of the utterance in the discourse
context. Culpeper (2011) also points to implicature in his
account of prosody in conveying impoliteness in British
English. Culpeper illustrates prosodically conveyed impoliteness with the example in (8), an exchange between two
young sisters:
(8)

A. Do you know anything about yo-yos?
B. That’s mean.

In this interaction, there is nothing about the lexical
content or syntactic form of A’s utterance that signals
impoliteness. But as Culpeper describes it, speaker A
produces this utterance with nuclear prominence on
anything followed by a sharply falling intonation, which
is markedly different from the rising intonation pattern
that is typical for yes/no questions in British English.
Culpeper describes this as an unexpected mismatch of
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prosodic pattern and syntactic form, and claims that
unexpected prosody carries conversational implicature,
triggering a search for pragmatic meaning related to the
speaker’s attitude. In the interaction in (8), the result of
this search is seen in the response from speaker B, who
has clearly interpreted A’s utterance as intentionally
impolite.10 More generally, Culpeper claims that the
discourse meaning of an utterance as conveyed by
prosody must be considered in relation to the context.
Culpeper, Bousfield, and Wichmann (2003) describe
phonological and phonetic effects of prosody that convey
impoliteness. In addition to the choice of pitch accents and
phrase tones that signal illocutionary force, speakers may
select intonational features that signal finality or completion to block the hearer’s further contribution, and speakers may also select loudness or pitch range settings as
global parameters over the entire utterance, which they
suggest may function to control the auditory space and
distance the speaker from the hearer.
In work looking at prosodic cues to other types of
speaker affect, such as irony and sarcasm, there are
inconsistent findings about the role of prosody. In their
study of irony in talk radio speech, Bryant and Fox Tree
(2005) find that although American English listeners
could distinguish ironic and non-ironic speech in bandpass
filtered samples, there was no consistent set of acoustic
properties that could be identified as signalling an ironic
‘tone of voice’. On the other hand, Cheang and Pell
(2008) report prosodic correlates of perceived sarcasm in
American English in lower mean F0. Comparing sarcasm
with other affects such as sincerity and humour shows
differences in the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), F0
standard deviation, speech rate and F0 range. The divergent findings in the studies by Bryant and Fox Tree (2005)
and Cheang and Pell (2008) may reflect differences in the
speech materials judged by listeners. Bryant and Fox Tree
used excerpts from spontaneous speech (radio talk shows),
while Cheang and Pell used ‘posed speech’, elicited
through reading. It seems likely that the Cheang and
Pell’s speakers were more consistently recruiting prosody
for their explicit task of producing different affects, and
that speakers are less consistent in their use of prosodic
cues to communicate affective meaning in ordinary speaking conditions. Further research looking at variation in the
expression of affective meaning as a function of speech
style is called for.
In addition to the works cited above, which focus on
prosodic encoding of affective meaning in speech production, there are studies that test listeners’ perception of
affective meaning as a function of intonation. The general
finding is that listeners do make use of prosodic cues of
this sort, though with differences in the strength of the
association between prosody and meaning depending on
the meaning category or the intonational feature tested
(English: Gussenhoven, 1984; Dutch: Grabe et al., 1997).
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A related finding from Chen, Gussenhoven, and Rietveld
(2004) is that listeners’ perception of speaker affect from
prosodic cues may vary according to the listener’s native
language, reflecting the normal phonetic implementation
of prosody in their language. In that study, Dutch and
British English listeners show different sensitivity to
variation in F0 range as a cue to speaker attributes like
‘confident’, ‘friendly’ and ‘emphatic’, which the authors
relate to the difference in standard pitch range for the two
languages (Dutch having a smaller standard pitch range
than British English).
4.4. Prosody as a resource for managing interaction
Prosodic features, and intonation in particular, are used in
interactive speech to manage talker turn changes, and
more generally, to convey cohesion between an utterance
and preceding speech. Wennerstrom (2001), in a review of
Brazil (1985) and other work on prosody in conversational
interaction, describes ‘tone concord’, as the pitch range
setting a speaker chooses at the start of a turn, to match
the pitch at the end of previous speaker’s turn. Tone
concord is described as expressing a speaker’s agreement
with the perspective of the interlocutor. The absence of
concord is described as conveying reproach, astonishment
and other discordant stances. A related finding is based on
acoustic evidence of pitch concord in backchannels.
Heldner, Edlund, and Hirschberg (2010) study backchannels (mm-hm, okay, yeah) in American English
dialogue and find that the pitch of backchannels is
matched to the pitch of the immediately preceding
utterance, marking the backchannel as unobtrusive, which
arguably facilitates discourse flow.
Prosody is used to convey a range of communicative
intentions in dialogue beyond talker turn changes. Recent
studies have investigated the role of prosody associated
with affirmative cue words like ‘okay’ in conveying
discourse meaning in varieties of English. Gravano,
Hirschberg, and Beňuš (2012) investigate affirmative cue
words in a corpus of task-oriented dialogue in American
English. These words have a variety of discourse and
pragmatic functions, such as marking a new topic,
marking the beginning and ending of a discourse segment,
expressing agreement with the interlocutor and as backchannel speech that acknowledges the continuation of the
interlocutor’s talk. Gravano and colleagues construct
statistical models of the prosodic correlates of discourse/
pragmatic function for the affirmative cue words in their
sample, and find that word-final intonation (pitch patterns)
and word-level intensity distinguish among the various
functions of the affirmative cue words. They also report
results from a machine learning experiment that uses
acoustic prosodic measures, in combination with lexical
and discourse features and other phonetic features, to
identify discourse/pragmatic function. They show that
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acoustic prosodic measures make a small contribution to
correct classification.
van Zyl and Hanekom (2012) provide evidence that
listeners are able to identify communicative intention
from prosodic cues associated with affirmative cue words
in English. They collected productions of ‘okay’ under
two discourse conditions, expressing the speaker’s compliance vs. reluctance to an interlocutor’s proposal in the
preceding discourse.11 Listeners subsequently identified
these single-word productions presented in isolation as
conveying the speaker’s compliance or reluctance. van Zyl
and Hanekom examine acoustic measures of prosody
based on F0, intensity, voice quality and duration, and
find that increased duration is the strongest predictor of
perceived speaker reluctance. Other acoustic measures
of prosody show substantial variation among speakers in
their prediction of speaker reluctance.
In addition to its use in conveying a speaker’s
communicative intentions, prosody can also be affected
through entrainment (also convergence, alignment, or
imitation) of one speaker’s productions to those of the
interlocutor in interactive dialogue (American English:
Levitan, Gravano, & Hirschberg, 2011; Levitan & Hirschberg, 2011). Prosodic entrainment may not be intentional
on the part of the speaker, and indeed, it is shown to occur
in imitation of recorded speech in the absence of any interpersonal interaction (American English: Cole & ShattuckHufnagel, 2011). But as shown by Levitan et al. (2012) for
American English task-oriented dialogue, prosodic
entrainment has social significance and is a predictor of
the perceived success of an interaction. In their study,
interactions between pairs of speakers that exhibit entrainment are judged by others to have greater efficiency and
flow (for male-male interactions) and to be associated
with positive social behaviours such as giving encouragement and trying to be liked.
4.5. On the strength of prosodic cues to discourse
meaning
Typically, prosody combines with other linguistic
information, e.g., lexical and syntactic information, to
convey the illocutionary force of an utterance. Sridhar,
Bangalore, and Narayanan (2009) show evidence that
prosody makes an independent contribution to cueing
discourse meaning through an automatic classification
study with data from a spontaneous speech corpus. This
study uses lexical, syntactic and acoustic-prosodic features
to predict manually transcribed dialogue act tags for
utterances from the MapTask and Switchboard speech
corpora. The results of their classification experiments
show that accuracy improves, though by only a small
margin of 2.8%, with the addition of the acoustic-prosodic
features to the model. The small boost from adding
acoustic-prosodic cues suggests that there is substantial
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redundancy between the dialogue act information conveyed through prosody and information that comes from
knowing the lexical and syntactic properties of the
utterance. The authors show that further improvement
comes with modelling the dialogue act of the preceding
context. This study highlights an important point about the
function of prosody in communication – when considered
over a large body of speech, prosody is only one of the
many factors that combine to convey pragmatic meaning.
Across speakers, utterances and situations there is substantial variability in the specification of prosodic phonological features to encode discourse meaning (similarly,
for encoding structural information at the syntactic or
discourse level), and there is further variation in the
phonetic implementation of those prosodic features. All of
this variability means that prosody is not a fully reliable
cue to discourse meaning – though certainly, when
prosodic cues are present, listeners attend to them and
comprehend meaning according to the information that
prosody signals. We return to consider prosodic variability
in Section 7.2.
4.6. A biological basis for the prosodic encoding
of discourse and affective meaning
Gussenhoven (2002), building on work by Ohala (1983,
1984), argues that variation in the phonetic implementation of intonational features, e.g., in pitch range, the
scaling of pitch accents and pitch reset at phrase onset, has
its origins in biological factors that relate speaker
attributes of size and effort to their effects on vocalisation,
and on pitch in particular. For example, a speaker who is
small is less likely to pose a threat than a speaker who is
large, and since small speakers typically have higher-pitch
voices, the association between the speaker attribute (nonthreatening) and high pitch is generalised in language,
resulting in patterns like the stylized use of high pitch to
convey friendliness, politeness and vulnerability, as
opposed to the opposite traits, which are likely to be
communicated by low pitch. Another example is that of a
speaker who exerts great effort while speaking, reflecting
a high level of emotional involvement, which results in
speech produced with a larger F0 range. Languages
generalise this pattern in the association of expanded
pitch range with grammatical focus, calling the listener’s
attention to a word that the speaker marks with greater
effort, translated into expanded F0 range.
The claim that there is a biological basis underlying the
use of prosodic features to convey linguistic meaning rests
on the understanding that the same phonetic parameters
that express prosodic features also play a role in the
expression of the speaker’s physiological and emotional
condition. We consider first the effects of speaker’s
physiological state on the acoustic properties of their
speech. Porges (2011) discusses the functions of the
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parasympathetic nervous system in which the mechanisms
that regulate (physiological) stress have effects not only
on the heart and lungs, but also on the neuro-muscular
systems of the ear, larynx and pharynx. States of calmness
and safety are associated with increased neural tone to the
laryngeal and pharyngeal muscles resulting in speech with
lower frequency and increased frequency modulation at
lower frequencies, while states of danger and distress are
associated with higher pitched vocalisations. Porges et al.
(2013) argue that this model can explain, among other
things, the dampened vocal prosody and other manifestations of impaired social engagement in children diagnosed
with autism spectrum disorders. Other studies have looked
for evidence that speaker emotion is reflected in prosody.
For example, Pell, Paulmann, Dara, Alasseri, and Kotz
(2009) show that F0 mean, F0 range and speech rate
are significantly different for seven perceptual categories
of emotion (as identified by native listeners) for English,
German, Hindi and Arabic. These prosodic cues to emotion
were sufficient to allow native listeners to perceive the
emotion (as identified from elicitation criteria) in delexicalized speech with accuracy ranging between
59–81%, which was well above the chance level of 14%
in this study. A similar finding for F0 correlates of
emotional arousal is found in the study of German by
Ladd, Silverman, Tolkmitt, Bergmann, and Scherer (1985).
To summarise here, prosody is influenced by speaker’s
affect or emotional state in patterns that may relate to a
more fundamental biological ‘code’. Further research is
required to understand how, from a common biological
foundation, languages may come to differ in the association of speaker affect with prosody, and why listeners
exhibit only moderate accuracy in perceiving speaker
affect or emotion based on prosody and other vocal cues.

5. Prosodic relativity
It has been noted several times in the preceding sections
that the acoustic cues to prosodic prominence and
boundaries are interpreted relative to the prosodic features
of neighbouring words, syntactic boundaries or discourse
units. In light of the possibility of such dependencies
between prosodic features, it is appropriate to say that in
some cases, prosody signals relationships between words,
syntactic phrases and discourse units that reveal properties
of the broader grammatical and discourse context. This
section reviews several examples of dependencies among
prosodic features that constrain their phonetic realisation
and/or interpretation.
5.1. Context effects on the alignment of prominencelending F0 contours
To illustrate the role of context in constraining the
phonetic realisation of prosodic features, we need look
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no farther than the phonological context of pitch accent. In
many languages the F0 realisation of a pitch accent can
be limited by the presence of another intonational tone on
the accented syllable, or the syllable following it. For
example, in American English, when the nuclear pitch
accent in an utterance occurs on or near the final syllable
in the prosodic phrase, the F0 peak of a nuclear pitch
accent is typically retracted (i.e., is located earlier in the
accented syllable), in comparison to the F0 peak of a
pre-nuclear pitch accent that is positioned earlier in the
phrase. Silverman and Pierrehumbert (1990) analyse this
pattern of early alignment of the accentual peak as an
effect of tonal crowding in the nuclear accent condition.
The upcoming phrase accent (an edge-marking tone)
encroaches on the nuclear pitch accent, and retraction of
the accentual peak is one way of increasing the distance
between the accentual F0 peak and the F0 contour defined
by the edge-marking tone. A similar pattern of accentual
F0 peak retraction before a prosodic boundary is reported
by Grabe, Post, Nolan, and Farrar (2000) for Southern
British English, and by Prieto, van Santen, and Hirschberg
(1995) for Mexican Spanish. Arvaniti, Ladd, and Mennen
(2006) report a parallel retraction of the low F0 turning
point of a nuclear L* accent in Greek. Not all languages
resolve tonal crowding by retraction of an accentual F0
peak or valley. In similar conditions, Leeds British English
(Grabe et al., 2000), Hungarian (Ladd, 2008, p. 182) and
Palermo Italian (Grice, 1995) exhibit truncation of an F0
contour, with loss of the final portion.
Context at the level of discourse structure can also
affect F0 alignment. Wichmann, House, and Rietveld
(2000) compare F0 peak alignment for pitch accents in
relation to the position of the accented word in the topic
units or paragraph, and find that while pitch accents
display early F0 peak alignment in the final position of a
discourse unit (as predicted from studies showing early
alignment for phrase-final nuclear accents), there is an
opposite pattern of late F0 peak alignment for pitch
accents that are initial in the discourse unit. It is not clear
if the late peak alignment in discourse-initial position
reflects tonal crowding, e.g., from a phrase- or topic-initial
tone (a ‘paratone’), but this pattern does present another
example of a contextual effect on the phonetic realisation
of pitch accents.
What the patterns described above show is variation in
the segmental alignment of F0 peaks, or variation in the
completion of an F0 contour, depending on the preceding
or following context. In order for any of these variant F0
contours to be recognised as cues to underlying pitch
accents and boundary tones, the F0 patterns must be
interpreted relative to the local context, at the level of the
prosodic phrase, and at higher levels of discourse structure. A phonological pitch accent may be realised with an
early F0 peak in phrase-final position, with a later F0 peak
in phrase-medial position, and possibly with even later
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peaks occurring initially in a topic unit or paragraph.
Therefore, peak alignment as a cue to pitch accent type
must be considered in relation to the position of the accent
in relation to its position in the prosodic phrase and in the
discourse unit.

5.2. Relative peak height in downstep
Another example where the local grammatical context
must be considered in the interpretation of a prosodic
feature is downstep – the step-wise lowering of an F0
peak associated with a High tone, such as a H* pitch
accent or a H- phrase accent in the ToBI system.12
Typically, downstepped tones are preceded by a High
tone, and it is in reference to the preceding F0 peak that
the downstepped tone is identified (Ladd, 2008, pp. 97–
99, 105–106, passim; Yoon, 2007). In English, downstepping can occur across any sequence of high-tone pitch
accents (e.g., H*, L+H*), or across a sequence of a hightone pitch accent followed by a H- phrase accent, and
when present conveys ‘a nuance of finality or completeness’ in English (Ladd, 2008, p. 78). A similar finding is
found for Dutch (Swerts et al., 1994).13 A downstepping
pattern is typical across the H* pitch accents in word
sequences that comprise a list (e.g., ‘black, blue, red,
green, and white’), resulting in a downward-trending,
terraced F0 contour. Downstep is also common in English
in the stylized ‘calling contour’, as in (9), where the
exclamation point marks the downstepped tone (!H*):
(9) H*!H*
Taxi’s waiting!
Downstep is typically bounded by the prosodic phrase,
and so downstepping patterns provide a cue to prosodic
phrase structure. Evidence from perception studies confirms that listeners use downstep (and pitch reset at the
end of a downstep sequence) as a cue to prosodic phrase
boundary (de Pijper & Sanderman, 1994; Sanderman &
Collier, 1997).
Truckenbrodt (2004) offers further evidence of local
dependencies between pitch accents in downstep. He
argues on the basis of F0 patterns in German that there
are two components to downstep, each of which illustrates
an effect from prosodic context: (1) in a sequence of two
L*+H (rising) pitch accents, the F0 peak of the second
pitch accent is lowered relative to the preceding peak and
(2) the F0 peak of the L*+H pitch accent is upstepped
(^H) in the context of a following downstepped High tone.
These two effects combine in a sequence of two rising
pitch accents, L*+^H L*+!H, to derive a pattern of
downstep enhancement, where the raising of the first
peak serves to enhance the distinctive lowering of the
downstepped peak that follows.
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The German and English downstep patterns illustrate
what Ladd (2008, pp. 304–308) refers to as ‘a syntagmatic
relation of pitch level between two accents or other
prosodic constituents’, which he analyses in terms of a
metrical structure that assigns a high–low or low–high
pattern of pitch register features to the two prosodic
elements in the metrical structure. Successive pitch
accents parsed in a high–low (register) metrical structure
will exhibit downstep of the high tone in the second
accent.
5.3. Relative boundary strength
Syntagmatic relations also come into play in determining
the relative strength or degree of prosodic phrase boundaries and prominence. As discussed in Section 3.2,
prosodic phrase boundaries tend to occur at major
syntactic boundaries, and therefore, the presence of a
prosodic boundary offers a cue to the local syntactic
context. Moreover, several studies have shown that the
relative strength of prosodic boundaries internal to a
complex sentence can disambiguate between competing
syntactic structures for the sentence (Wagner, 2010; see
Wagner & Watson, 2010 for a review). For example, Ladd
(1988) finds that in syntactic structures with coordination
and disjunction such as X and Y but Z, speakers of British
English produce internal prosodic boundaries after both
the X and Y phrases, but with a stronger prosodic boundary
at the end of the phrase that is higher in the syntactic tree,
in this example after the Y phrase. So, the syntactic
structure [[X and Y] but Z] is produced as X | and Y || but Z
(where | designates a weaker prosodic boundary and ||
designates a stronger one). Ladd (2008, pp. 293–297)
argues that the difference between the weaker and stronger
boundaries is not a categorical difference in boundary
type – there is no absolute property that distinguishes
boundaries in one syntactic context from those in another –
but rather that prosodic phrases can be recursively nested
and boundary strength decreases with depth of embedding.
What is significant for the present discussion is that it is
the relative strength of two or more boundaries in a
complex sentence that cues the syntactic relations among
the phrases, so interpreting the prosodic boundary as a cue
to the syntactic context requires consideration of a prosodic
boundary in relation to its prosodic context.
Similar evidence for the importance of relative boundary strength is shown by Peppé et al. (2000), who examine
the production of prosodic boundaries in Southern British
English in sentences with the pattern X Y and Z, elicited as
descriptions of 2-item lists (cream-buns and cheese) or as
3-item lists (cream, buns, and cheese). Speakers in that
study were fairly consistent in distinguishing these
structures on the basis of the relative strength of prosodic
boundaries after the X and Y. Specifically, silent pauses
located following the first word (cream) and the second
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word (buns) were indicative of a 2-item list [[X Y]] and
Z], but only if the second pause was longer than the first.
In producing the 3-item lists, speakers were more likely to
produce pauses after the first and second words that were
equal in duration, or with the first pause having longer
duration than the second. In other words, the relative
duration of pauses as cues to prosodic boundaries was a
direct reflection of the relative embedding of the first and
second words in the sequence. The authors of that study
state that ‘for all prosodic elements, the relationship
between the exponency on the two parts was important’.
(Peppé et al., 2000, p. 322).
The relative strength of a prosodic boundary may also
signal differences in discourse segmentation. For instance,
in their study of spontaneous narratives in Mandarin,
Tseng, Su, and Lee (2009) show that boundaries marking
the end of discourse units at the level of ‘paragraph’ and
within-paragraph ‘breath groups’ are distinguished by the
relative value of acoustic measures such as the intensity of
the speech immediately preceding the prosodic boundary.
The authors claim that the combined set of relative
prosodic cues, reflecting global prosodic organisation, is
more successful in discriminating discourse boundaries
than any single cue considered on its own.
5.4. Relative degree of prominence
There is also evidence for prosodic relativity in the
prosodic encoding of focus through prominence assignment. In American English, words with narrow or
contrastive focus and discourse-new words may both be
marked as prominent and assigned a pitch accent, yet
studies show that speakers can distinguish between these
two types of prominence on the basis of relative prominence, and in the relative scaling of the F0 contour
expressing the pitch accent (Katz & Selkirk, 2011; Xu &
Xu, 2005). For example, Katz and Selkirk (2011) look at
the prosodic distinction between contrastive focus and
discourse new constituents in American English, in
sentences like ‘But they only speak Wolof in Mali’
produced with prominence that marks contrastive focus
on one of the bolded words, and prominence that marks
discourse-newness on the other. They had speakers
produce three productions of each sentence in different
discourse contexts that elicited three patterns of focus/new
marking on the first and second complement of the verb:
Focus-New, New-Focus and New-New. Evidence from F0
and duration measures show that the two types of
prominence differ in the relative size of the pitch rise
and fall of the first complement (Wolof) compared to the
same measures from the second complement (Mali). Katz
and Selkirk argue that the difference cannot be attributed
to a categorical difference in pitch accent type (e.g., H*
vs. L+H*), nor does it depend on a difference in prosodic
phrasing. Rather, interpreting a complement as bearing
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contrastive focus, or as discourse-new requires evaluating
the acoustic cues to prominence on that word relative to
the same cues on the other complement.
Prosodic relativity is also observed in the scaling of
prominence-lending pitch accents depending on the position of the accented word in the discourse. For example,
Swerts and Geluykens (1993, 1994) find higher F0 peaks
for prominence-lending pitch accents on words that
introduce new topics, and a pattern of declining F0 across
the utterances within a topic unit. Swerts and Geluykens
(1994, p. 31) remark that the variation in F0 peak height
‘points to a very sophisticated use of global F0 features by
the speaker, and shows that we should also look beyond
the local level when studying the discourse functions of
F0 variation’. Similarly, Menn and Boyce (1982), in their
study of American English dialogues between adult and
child speakers, find a higher peak F0 value in utterances
that mark the start of a new topic.
Just as Katz and Selkirk find production evidence that a
difference in relative scaling of pitch accents distinguishes
contrastive focus and discourse newness, Krahmer and
Swerts (2001) find similar evidence of prosodic relativity
from their perception study with Dutch listeners. Krahmer
and Swerts find that Dutch listeners perceive a difference
in degree of prominence between a word with a pitch
accent marking contrastive focus and the same word with
a pitch accent marking its status as discourse new in a
matched utterance (e.g., comparing the adjective with
contrastive focus in ‘the BLUE SQUARE’ with the same
adjective with new-information focus in ‘the BLUE
SQUARE’). Of interest, the perceived difference in
prominence between these two accent types disappears
when the words are taken out of their sentence context and
presented in isolation. In that condition, listeners did not
reliably perceive a distinction between pitch accents
marking contrastive focus and those marking discoursenew status.
There is also evidence for prosodic relativity in the
perception of F0 patterns of prominence-lending pitch
accents, where peak height and relative prominence is
judged in relation to the position of the accented word in
the utterance. As noted in Section 4.1, Dutch listeners
judge the relative height of two F0 peaks in the same
utterance in distinguishing between single- or doublefocus interpretations (Rump & Collier, 1996).The same
perceptual effect is found in studies that ask listeners to
judge prominence without an explicit reference to
information status: listeners judge F0 peaks that occur
later in an utterance as more prominent that peaks of equal
height that are located earlier in the same utterance
(English: Pierrehumbert, 1979; Dutch: Gussenhoven &
Rietveld, 1988). This effect of pitch accent position is also
observed in Dutch utterances that contain only a single
pitch accent (Gussenhoven, Repp, Rietveld, Rump, &
Terken, 1997). A striking finding from American English
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is that listeners’ sensitivity to the difference in peak height
between a pair of successive pitch accents is different
when F0 peak height increases across the two pitch
accents in an upward trend than when F0 peak height
decreases across the pair (Ladd & Morton, 1997). While
the basis for the order effect is not fully understood, on the
whole these findings suggest that listeners compensate for
a declining F0 baseline across the utterance in interpreting
degree of prominence.
6. Prosody signals information from the situational
context
All of the dependencies relating prosody and context
mentioned so far result from grammatical conventions that
associate a particular prosodic form with a property of the
lexico-syntactic or discourse context. This section discusses several ways in which prosody reveals extragrammatical properties of what we may call the situational
context, including speaker attributes, as well as the speech
style as related to the communication setting.
6.1. Prosodic indexing of speaker identity
One of the surprising findings to emerge from prosody
research is the high degree of individual speaker differences
in the production of prosody. Few studies to date have
examined individual differences as a primary focus of
investigation, but several studies report such differences,
and other studies reveal individual differences in descriptive
statistics, without commenting on the finding. Individual
differences are surprising precisely because of the heavy
load prosody carries in signalling meaning at so many levels
of linguistic specification, as reviewed in the preceding
sections. Given that prosody has the capacity to convey
information about the grammatical and discourse context
that is critical to the intended meaning of the utterance, and
given that listeners are sensitive to prosodic cues in
comprehending speech, it is remarkable that speakers are
not more consistent in the expression of prosody. Of course,
the fact that prosody performs many functions may itself be
a reason for individual differences – depending on which
aspect of meaning is deemed more important for the
communication goal, a speaker may choose to commit
phonological and phonetic resources to prosodic encoding
of one linguistic function at the expense of another.
Following is a sampling of individual speaker differences
as reported in the prosody studies already cited in this
article, which reveals speaker-dependent variation across a
wide range of prosodic functions.
6.1.1. Focus
Peppé et al. (2000) report variation among British English
speakers’ production of corrective focus elicited by the
experimenter through prompting questions, with variation
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in the type of pitch accent produced on the focused word,
and in the phonetic details related to silent pause, loudness
and lengthening. de Jong and Zawaydeh (2002) find
differences among four speakers of Ammani-Jordanian
Arabic in their phonetic implementation of focus in the
production of read sentences. This contrasts with the
relatively greater consistency among the same speakers in
the pattern of acoustic correlates of word-level stress. The
authors attribute the lesser consistency in the phonetic
expression of focal accent compared to stress to greater
degree of conventionalization for stress. Focus, unlike
word-stress, is more likely to be influenced by the broader
discourse context, which could lead to greater variability
across speakers.
6.1.2. Illocutionary force/speech act
Grabe (2004) finds speaker variability in the choice of
pitch accent melody that conveys four discourse functions
(declarative, Wh-question, yes/no-question, declarative
question) across six speakers for each of seven dialects
of British English performing a speaking task involving
read sentences.
6.1.3. Discourse and rhetorical structure
Swerts and Geluykens (1994) find variability among three
Dutch speakers in their production of prosodic cues to
discourse structure in interactive, instruction-giving dialogues. Speakers differed in their use of a low F0 to mark
end of topic, in marking new topics with the highest F0
peak and in the pattern of declining F0 over topic units. Of
interest, speakers were consistent in their use of pause at
locations of topic shift, and in the relative duration of
those pauses with pauses internal to topic units. Den
Ouden et al. (2009) investigate prosodic marking of
rhetorical structure in read aloud news reports, and find
variability among 20 Dutch speakers in their use of pause
and F0 to mark hierarchical relations between different
segments of the text. The authors speculate that these
differences may correspond to differences in reading
fluency among participants, and/or differences in the
choice of F0 and pause as acoustic cues to express
rhetorical structure.
Speaker variability in prosody production does not go
unnoticed by listeners. Listeners are able to use information from prosody as an aid to comprehension, but only to
the extent that speakers produce salient prosodic cues.
Consider again the study by Swerts and Geluykens (1994)
examining prosodic marking of discourse structure in
Dutch. Swerts and Geluykens tested listeners’ ability to
detect end-of-topic locations in the speech from three
speakers (as described above), applying band-pass filtering to render the speech samples unintelligible and
manipulating F0 and pause duration to selectively neutralise those cues in some samples, while retaining the
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speaker’s original F0 and pause cues in other samples.
Listeners’ responses show sensitivity to prosodic cues to
discourse structure, and notably, response accuracy varies
by speaker in ways predicted by the differences among
speakers in their use of F0 and pause to mark discourse
structure. This finding underscores the role of prosody in
marking discourse structure, and the variable strength of
prosodic cues due to speaker variability.
Considering that listeners attend to prosodic cues to
grammatical and discourse context, and given that speakers
vary in their production of those cues, it follows that
listeners may be sensitive to speaker-dependent patterns of
variation in prosody. Evidence for this comes from studies
of variation in listeners’ perception of prosodic prominence
and boundaries in spontaneous, conversational speech. In a
large-scale study of prosody perception, the present author
and her colleagues asked untrained listeners to identify
prosodic boundaries (described in terms of ‘chunking’ that
helps the listener interpret the utterance), and prominent
words (described as ‘highlighted for the listener’ and
‘standing out from other non-prominent words’) in speech
excerpts from 36 speakers from the Buckeye corpus of
American English spontaneous speech (Pitt et al., 2007).
The findings show that listeners’ perception of prominence
and boundary is correlated with acoustic measures of
duration, intensity, and to a lesser degree, F0 (Cole, Mo,
& Baek, 2010; Cole, Mo, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010). Of
interest here is the finding that the strength of these acoustic
cues to prominence and boundary substantially increases
when the acoustic measures are normalised within-speaker
and within-discourse segment (Mo, 2011). This strongly
suggests that listeners are taking into account the individual
speaker’s prosodic habits in that discourse segment and
judging the prosodic features of a given word against the
backdrop of those habits.
Listener sensitivity to the individual speaker’s pattern
of prosody production suggests that a listener who is
sufficiently familiar with a speaker may be able to use
information from prosody to identify a speaker. This
possibility is further suggested by work on automatic
speaker identification (also called speaker verification in
the literature), using acoustic prosodic measures from
primarily F0, but also including intensity to identify
the speaker in excerpts from the Switchboard corpus
of telephone conversation speech (Adami, Mihaescu,
Reynolds, & Godfrey, 2003; Farahani, Georgiou, &
Narayanan, 2004; Weber, Manganaro, Peskin, & Shriberg,
2002). Each of the cited studies reports lower error rates in
speaker identification when acoustic correlates of prosodic
features are used. These results alone do not tell us if human
listeners rely on acoustic prosodic measures to identify a
speaker, for example, in situations like telephone conversation which lack visual information, but they suggest the
prosodic cues have the potential to aid in speaker identification, even when considered by themselves.
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Related to the question of how speaker identity is
revealed through acoustic prosodic cues is the question of
how prosody encodes speaker attributes such as sex or
gender. The most obvious effect of speaker sex on
prosody is in F0, with males typically producing lower
F0 than females. Beyond this obvious difference, studies
of New Zealand English (Daly & Warren, 2001; Warren &
Daly, 2000) and Dutch (Haan & van Heuven, 1999) find
other differences between male and female speakers.
Females exhibit larger dynamic F0 range (both studies)
and larger F0 rise excursions (New Zealand English) than
male speakers. Female speakers also have a greater
tendency to use marked or mismatched prosody, such as
the high-rising contour at the end of a declarative (Warren
& Daly, 2000). These sex- or gender-based prosodic
patterns can serve as cues to the sex and gender of the
speaker as a property of global context, in situations
where visual cues are indeterminate or absent.
6.2. Prosodic indexing of speech style
There is some evidence to suggest that speakers produce
different prosodic patterns when reading as compared to
spontaneous speech. Blaauw’s (1994) study, mentioned in
Section 3.2, compares the prosodic features of spontaneously produced instruction monologues with read-aloud
productions of the transcribed monologues by the same
speaker, and finds differences in the distribution of
prosodic boundaries and their acoustic realisation. Hazan
and Baker (2010) observe higher median F0 in English
read speech utterances compared to interactive speech
produced in clear or casual styles, while Swerts, Strangert,
and Heldner (1996) report steeper declination and stronger
F0 resets in Swedish read speech. Of course, professionals
trained in public speaking or news announcers may
produce very fluent and natural prosody even when
reading, but impressionistically is seems that many
ordinary speakers produce different prosodic patterns
when reading than when speaking spontaneously (cf.,
Hirschberg, 2000). From my reading of the literature, it is
not evident that anyone has tested if listeners can detect
speech style based on prosodic cues, but if speech style is
sufficiently and consistently distinguished in the production of prosody, it can be expected that listeners will make
use of that information whenever it is available. This
reasoning leads us to predict that prosody may provide
cues to speech style as a property of the situational
context.

7. What we have learned, grand challenges and the
way forward
The research reviewed above demonstrates that prosody
and context are interrelated at every level of linguistic
organisation from the word up to the discourse segment.
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One aspect of this dependency is in the prosodic encoding
of properties of the linguistic context at the level of the
word, the (syntactic) phrase, the utterance and the
discourse or rhetorical unit. Sometimes prosody provides
a redundant cue to information that is also conveyed
through words or morpho-syntactic structure, and sometimes prosody is the sole expression of a grammatical or
discourse feature. The second aspect of the dependency
between prosody and linguistic context is in the effect of
context on prosodic form and on the interpretation of
prosodic features. Looking beyond grammatical and
discourse context, prosody also conveys information
about the broader context of the communicative situation,
indexing the speaker attributes and speech style and
possibly other information. The studies cited here, and
many others, show that prosody conveys contextual
information through a number of distinct acoustic parameters – including F0, intensity and tempo, and also
through acoustic parameters that realise segmental contrasts, which may be hyperarticulated in positions of
prominence, and hypoarticulated in prosodically weak
positions. There is also compelling evidence for a phonological representation of prosody that mediates between,
e.g., syntactic boundaries and their prosodic marking
through pause or final lengthening, or between focus and
its expression in terms of F0 or duration. The emerging
view is that of layered prosodic phrase structure and
metrical structures through which prominence relations
are defined.14
Earlier in this review, at the end of Section 2, two
general questions were posed about the relationship
between prosody and context, repeated here:
. What aspects of prosody are affected by context?
. What kinds of contextual information are conveyed
through prosody?
From the research reviewed above, we have seen that
context affects the location, degree and tonal melody of
prosodic prominence at the level of the word, phrase,
utterance and discourse unit. Similarly, context affects the
same properties of prosodic boundaries at the level of the
phrase, utterance and discourse unit. The specific findings
reviewed here are summarised as follows. Context related
to the lexical, syntactic and discourse structure influences
the location of the prominent element within a prosodic
constituent and the boundaries of those constituents.
Syntactic and discourse structure also determine the
strength of a prosodic boundary relative to other nearby
boundaries. On the other hand, focus or information
status, properties that relate to discourse meaning, affect
prosody at the level of the phrase and above, in the
location of prominence and prosodic boundaries and in the
degree of prominence relative to other prominent elements
in the same prosodic domain. Illocutionary force, affective
meaning and the speaker’s communicative intention,
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which are additional components of discourse meaning,
affect the tonal melody associated with prominent elements and prosodic boundaries at the phrase level, with an
added effect of communicative intention on acoustic
intensity. Properties of the situational context affect global
aspects of prosody. Specifically, speech style (read vs.
spontaneous), speaker sex, speaker emotion and interlocutor interaction impact F0 range, with speech style
showing additional effects on F0 declination. In addition,
the speaker’s emotional state affects F0 register, range and
speech rate.
The number and variety of associations between
prosody and context, and the many distinct acoustic and
articulatory correlates of prosody combine to make a
dizzying, diverse range of prosodic effects of context.
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 discuss variability, data sourcing and
transcription as factors that pose persistent challenges for
researchers working with prosodic data, Section 7.3
discusses an approach to the analysis of variability, and
Section 7.4 offers some desiderata for future research.
7.1. Prosodic variability
Adding to the complexity is the observation that prosody
is variable – prosodic encoding of at least some grammatical factors (e.g., syntactic phrase boundaries) is
optional, and the phonological features and phonetic
expression of prosody may also vary across speakers. As
Hirschberg (2002, p. 32) states:
research on prosody, as on many linguistic phenomena
which rely upon context for their interpretation is more a
matter of finding likelihoods – not simple mappings from
syntax or semantics or even from an underlying meaning
representation to a clear set of prosodic features, for any
sentence.

The variability of prosodic encoding can make it very
difficult to identify the prosodic features of an utterance or
to establish the validity of a phonological prosodic
transcription, especially for spontaneous, casual speech,
which in turn makes it difficult to chart the relationship
between the prosodic features of an utterance and its
grammatical and situational context.
One factor that may contribute to variability in the
phonetic expression of prosody is the interaction among
prosodic effects due to different contextual factors. For
example, it is known for English that the F0 pattern of a
word varies according to its focus, information status,
position in the prosodic phrase, position in discourse
structure, topic status or due to speaker attributes such as
sex and gender. What is not so clearly understood is how
those factors combine to influence the F0 on a specific
word within a specific utterance. There are a handful of
production studies that have explicitly investigated the
interaction among factors in their effects on acoustic
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correlates of prosody, e.g., examining the interaction
between word-level stress and prosodic phrase boundary
in the kinematics of lip and jaw movements in English
(Edwards et al., 1991), in F0, duration and formant
measures in Jordanian Arabic (de Jong & Zawaydeh,
1999), and in acoustic correlates of Dutch stop consonants
(Cho & McQueen, 2005). Interaction between word-level
stress and phrasal prominence (focus) is also observed
in Jordanian Arabic (de Jong & Zawaydeh, 2002), and in
Cho and McQueen’s Dutch study. The same Dutch study
shows an interaction between prosodic boundary and
phrasal accent, which is further supported with evidence
from syllable duration in Dutch study (Cambier-Langeveld, 1999). Two of the above studies also report a threeway interaction among stress, phrasal accent and boundary (Cho & McQueen, 2005; Edwards et al., 1991).

7.2. Sources of data and the problem of transcription
These findings of interactions among factors that influence prosody are important, though they cover only three
of the many grammatical factors that influence prosody.
Further research is needed to expand our understanding of
the interactions among the full set of grammatical factors,
and bringing in discourse and situational factors. Work
along these lines will require experiments with complex
design, and given the inherent variability in prosodic
encoding, will likely require large amounts of data to
ensure results with sufficient statistical power. More
critically, to discover interactions involving discourse or
situational factors will require expanding research methods beyond read speech, to include elicitation of interactive speech in contexts where speakers are engaged in
genuine communication with meaningful discourse goals.
Examples of prosody research based on interactive speech
materials are already in place, including for example,
Swerts and Hirschberg (2008; and numerous other works
by these authors individually and together), Edlund and
Heldner (2005) and others. The call for research on
prosody in interactive speech is not to deny the value of
experiments with read speech, which allow the experimenter to exert greater control over speech materials
towards the desirable goal of reducing variation in speech
across test utterances (Xu, 2010). But interactive, goaloriented speech is necessary to establish discourse and
situational context, and may also promote speakers’
production of prosodic cues to local grammatical structure. Moreover, some prosodic functions are specific to
interactive dialogue, such management of turn-taking or
floor-holding strategies (Heldner & Edlund, 2010; Local,
Kelly, & Wells, 1986; Selting, 2000), so interactions
involving these prosodic patterns must be investigated
with interactive speech materials. Possible differences
between the prosody of read vs. spontaneous speech,
noted in Section 6.3, further suggest the importance of
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investigating interaction among prosodic effects across a
range of speech styles.
A serious challenge confronting prosody researchers
interested in the relationship between prosody and context
is the need for data that is annotated for prosodic features
and for the syntactic, discourse or other contextual
features that are thought to relate to prosody. Prosodic
annotations are typically obtained from experts who are
trained in the use of a particular transcription method, but
transcription is known to be difficult and slow, with time
estimates ranging from 10 to 100 times the duration of the
audio speech recording (Cole & Hasegawa-Johnson,
2012). Transcription is based on the subjective auditory
impression of the transcriber, augmented with the visual
display of the speech waveform, spectrogram and pitch
track. To establish the validity of the transcription two or
more transcribers must independently transcribe the same
materials sampled from the database, and the agreement
rate between the two defines the upper bound for accuracy
in the subsequent analysis of prosody in the speech
materials. Studies that report inter-transcriber agreement
for prosodic transcription demonstrate that while agreement on the presence/absence of a prosodic feature can be
quite high, agreement on the degree or type of feature
(boundary or prominence) is quite a bit more variable
(English: Pitrelli et al., 1994; German: Grice, Reyelt,
Benzmuller, Mayer, & Batliner, 1996). It is notable that
statistics are not routinely reported in prosody research
that relies on transcribed data, raising questions about
validity of the proposed analyses. Prosodic transcription is
more difficult with spontaneous speech than with read
speech, due to the greater variability and the frequent
occurrence of disfluency with the former. Researchers
who want to collect new speech data to investigate context
effects on prosody must have the resources to invest in
creating prosodic transcriptions for their data, which can
be a substantial burden.
To relate prosody to syntactic and discourse context
requires analysing the co-occurrence patterns for prosodic
and syntactic, or prosodic and discourse features. The
syntactic features of an utterance should be in principle
less difficult to label than the prosodic features, but in
practice even syntactic annotation can be problematic for
spontaneous speech, due to run-on sentences and sentence
fragments that make transcribing anything more than a
shallow parse structure a challenging undertaking. Discourse annotation is even more difficult (Hirschberg,
2002). Like prosody annotation, it depends in part on the
subjective evaluation of the transcriber who must determine the structure of the discourse, e.g., identifying topics,
the boundaries of discourse segments, the function of an
utterance in the given context and the speaker’s attitudes
and communicative intentions, among other contextual
features. These features can often be inferred from the
design of a controlled experiment, but are challenging to
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identify and validate in spontaneous speech. For example,
in a large corpus study of spontaneous Swedish dialogues,
Edlund, House, and Strömbergsson (2012) carried out
an analysis of transcriber annotations of question types
(Yes/No, Wh-, and Alternative), and find that trained
transcribers generally agree at rates of 80% and above,
with lower agreement for certain question types, including
those identified as having a restricted set of Alternative
responses. The overall point here is that even trained
transcribers assessing discourse function without the
pressures of real-time auditory speech comprehension
have difficulty in determining discourse function for
20% or more of the utterances in spontaneous, interactive
speech. It appears then that further work is needed on
discourse annotation for spontaneous, interactive speech
before we can expect substantial advances in understanding the role of prosody in communicating the discourse
function of sentences and discourse relations among
sentences.
7.3. Coping with variation in prosody perception:
parsing models
Variability in the phonological encoding of prosody and
its phonetic expression raise an obvious question: How do
listeners cope with this variability in interpreting acoustic
prosodic cues in relation to context? This question is, of
course, not unique to prosody. Acoustic cues to phone
identity are similarly influenced by many of the same
factors from the grammatical, discourse and situational
context (e.g., Klatt, 1976). One approach to the problem
of cue variability invokes a parsing mechanism in speech
perception, by which listeners attribute information in the
acoustic signal to known sources of variance (Fowler &
Smith, 1986). For instance, English listeners attribute
nasalization in a vowel to an upcoming (but not yet
perceived) nasal consonant (Fowler & Brown, 2000),
factoring the acoustic evidence of nasality from the
formant structure of the vowel and identifying its source
in an upcoming nasal consonant through the process of
coarticulation.
Parsing allows the listener to compensate for coarticulation and other effects of context, through a process of
attributing partial quantities in observed acoustic measures
to sources that are extrinsic to the segment from which the
measurements are drawn. Parsing also allows the listener
to make predictions about upcoming context, and provides
additional evidence for (or against) the identification of
preceding material. In essence, parsing allows the listener
to exploit information about context, and is an alternative
to normalisation processes which essentially discard such
information.
Cole, McMurray, Linebaugh, and Munson (2010)
develop a statistical model of parsing in an analysis of
vowel coarticulation (see also McMurray, Cole, & Munson,
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2011; McMurray & Jongman, 2011). The model handles
variability in vowel formants due to coarticulation, and
shows that parsing minimises the observed variance in F1
and F2 due to coarticulation with upcoming phones, and
variance due to speaker, with the result that the parsed
acoustic signal yields better discrimination between vowel
categories (phonemes). Parsing requires prior knowledge of
the mean and variance of acoustic prosodic cues in distinct
contexts (e.g., the vowel /a/ produced before a following /t/),
but a listener who has gained that knowledge through prior
experience can then use the information to identify the
contextual feature in the presence of the cue. Parsing not
only allows the listener to make a prediction about the
context, but it also affords the listener better discrimination
of the linguistic feature associated with the cue.
Parsing can be applied to the problem of variable
prosodic cues, as follows. A listener processing the
duration of a syllable that is final in a word may attribute
the observed long duration in part to the prosodic context
by positing a prosodic phrase boundary following the
word. In doing so, the listener not only is able to make a
prediction about the phrasal context, but is also in a better
position to detect a durational cue to prominence in the
same region, or a durational cue to a lexical vowel length
contrast.
Viewed in this light, variability can be harnessed as a
source of information about context that facilitates the
perception of acoustic cues to prosody, which should in
turn facilitate understanding of the meaning conveyed by
prosody. To further develop a parsing model of prosody
perception in the face of variable prosodic encoding will
require new research on prosody production to establish
the mean and variance of individual acoustic cues in
known contexts. Also needed are experiments designed to
allow the interaction of multiple contextual factors that
contribute to the variation of individual cues. Statistical
models of the interaction among contextual factors can be
constructed to determine the potential of an acoustic
parameter to signal each individual contextual factor, and
must then be tested against behavioural evidence from
human listeners.
7.4. Future research
Prosody research over the past five decades (and more)
has contributed a wealth of detailed empirical findings on
the phonetic expression of prosody, a framework for the
phonological representation of prosody and a broad sense
of the function of prosody in conveying information
related to grammatical and (to a lesser extent) extragrammatical context. Looking forward, to gain a fuller
understanding of the dependencies that link prosody to
context, including local and global context, and context
related to grammatical features, discourse features and the
communication situation, new research is called for that
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will (1) expand the scope of inquiry to cover a broader
range of languages that differ in the prosodic, lexical and
syntactic mechanisms used to convey discourse meaning;
(2) determine the interaction among factors that condition
variation in the encoding of prosody, at the phonological
and phonetic levels; (3) reveal individual differences in
the production and perception of prosody; and (4) allow
the comparison of prosody as produced in different
situations, including reading and spontaneous talk, and
under different conditions of interlocutor interaction.
Some excellent examples of such research are already in
place, including works by authors cited here, and especially promising are new efforts that bring together
researchers with expertise in different areas that combine
to cover the broad field of linguistic context.
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Notes
1. The view of prosody as the organisational structure of
speech goes back to early works such as Trubetzkoy (1958),
as noted by Beckman (1996), and is well established in
contemporary linguistic theory, forming the basis for metrical stress theory (Liberman, 1975; Liberman & Prince,
1977; Hayes, 1995) and the autosegmental-metrical theory
of intonation (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Gussenhoven, 2004, p. 58; Ladd, 2008, ch.8; Pierrehumbert, 1980).
An opposing view in contemporary work holds that prosodic
features are directly determined on the basis of syntactic or
semantic properties of an utterance, denying a role for
phonological prosodic structure (Xu & Xu, 2005; see also
the discussion in Wagner and Watson (2010, p. 936).
2. Examples of meaning conveyed by (paradigmatically contrastive) prosodic features are plentiful. Prosodic contrast
involving tone features at the word level is found in many
Asian and African languages. For example, in many Bantu
languages the contrast between a High tone and a Low tone
on the initial syllable of a verb stem (treated as a prosodic
domain) can mark a lexical or grammatical distinction
(Downing, 2011). In varieties of English, a similar contrast
between High and Low tones at the end of a prosodic phrase
(again, a prosodic structure) can signal a difference in
pragmatic meaning. As described by Gussenhoven (2004,
pp. 296–301), a pitch fall on the final syllable in a
declarative sentence signals new information that the
speaker is introducing to the discourse, while the same
sentence with a slight pitch rise at the end signals that the
information in the utterance is already shared by the speaker
and listener.
3. Works on English include Nespor and Vogel (1986/2007);
Selkirk (1984, 1986); Frazier et al. (2004); Watson and
Gibson (2004); and Breen, Watson, et al., 2010. See Wagner
and Watson (2010) for further discussion. For some
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examples of work on prosodic marking of syntactic boundaries in other languages, see Nespor and Vogel (1986/2007),
Jun (2005b).
These examples are fluently produced utterances taken from
data-sets the author has used for investigating prosody
production and perception in conversational speech. (1a) is
from the Buckeye corpus (Pitt et al., 2007), and (1b) is from
the American MapTask Corpus, collected by Stefanie
Shattuck-Hufnagel and shared with the author. The boundary transcriptions represent the consensus labelling of two or
three independent, trained transcribers using the ToBI
annotation system.
The studies employed different criteria for syntactic labelling, but both adopted an essentially clause-level analysis
that identifies main clauses, relative clauses, parentheticals
and clausal complements, and their internal structures, but
which does not label multi-clause constituents as such.
Identifying pauses in speech is not entirely straightforward,
since listeners’ perceptions of pause do not necessarily
coincide with silent intervals, but are also influenced by
final lengthening and pitch (Nooteboom & Eefting, 1994).
Moreover, the duration threshold for perceiving a silent
interval as pause may depend on speech rate and other
factors. Unfortunately, these concerns are not often
addressed in works that report pause as an acoustic correlate
of prosodic boundaries.
The terms ‘topic unit’ and ‘topic structure’ are used by
authors who draw on the terminology of theories of
discourse structure. For instance, Geluykens and Swerts
(1994) use the term ‘topic unit’ as an informational segment,
which in their speech materials is operationally defined in
terms of the components of the linguistic task performed by
their speakers. These authors note that topic units may
overlap with talker turns: A single topic may continue across
a change of turn, and on the other hand, a single turn may
comprise more than one topic unit.
Ladd (2008, pp. 277–278) attributes the pattern of nuclear
prominence on a sentence-final intransitive verb to prosodic
phrasing: nuclear prominence on the predicate occurs only
when the argument and predicate are in separate prosodic
phrases. Ladd argues that in such structures the predicate
may be perceived as having stronger prominence than the
argument, which he takes as evidence for the recursive
layering of prosodic phrase structure, with greater prominence assigned to the predicate’s phrase, e.g.,[[DOGs]W [must
be CARRIED]S].
The status of F0 in the prosodic encoding of focus or
information status is called to question by Kochanski,
Grabe, Coleman, and Rosner (2005). In their corpus study
of seven varieties of British English, they looked for
acoustic correlates of prominence as marked by expert
prosody transcribers. Kochanksi and colleagues find that
among the many acoustic measures they tested, intensity
and duration are correlated with prominence, but not
measures of F0. Bearing in mind that prominent words do
not necessarily express focus or new information (Calhoun,
2010a, 2010b), this finding leaves open the possibility that
F0 does in fact mark focus or information status in their
materials, but F0 may not be a reliable correlate of
prominence construed more broadly to include prominence
due to rhythm, accessibility or possibly other factors.
Another explanation for the perceived impoliteness of (9)
might be that the focal prominence on anything evokes a set
of alternatives (‘you know [X]’) which may be construed as
impolite even without the rising intonation that Culpeper
describes for this utterance. This analysis also serves to

11.

12.

13.

14.

illustrate the point that prosody conveys a non-truth-conditional aspect of sentence meaning.
The authors do not identify the variety of English spoken by
participants in their study, but they give institutional
affiliations in South Africa, suggesting that the study reports
on South African English.
Downstep patterns also arise in lexical tone systems, as
widely reported for African and Chinese languages, where
the second High tone in a sequence of High tones is realised
with a step-wise lowered pitch. Downstep in lexical tone
systems can be restricted to contexts where a Low tone
intervenes between the successive High tones: H – L – H.
For an overview of downstep in lexical tone systems and
acoustic evidence for its interaction with phrase- and
discourse-level prosody in Mandarin Chinese, see Wang
and Xu (2011). Laniran and Clements (2003) present an
acoustic study of downstep in the African language Yoruba.
For an overview of downstep phenomena in a variety of
African languages, see Hyman (2011) and references cited
there.
Swerts and colleagues find that other properties related to
pitch, such as range, register and contour shape and slope,
also contribute to the perception of finality in utterances
judged as appropriate at the end of a discourse unit, as noted
in Section 3.3.
A central argument for a phonological representation of
prosodic phrase structure lies in the frequent mismatch
between prosodic and syntactic structure. Similarly, a
phonological representation for prominence is motivated by
the fact that prominence may correspond to semantic focus,
information status (discourse-new or -given) or may be
motivated on purely phonological grounds, to mark the
beginning of a phrase or to promote rhythmic alternation
across syllables in a phrase. See Ladd (2008, pp. 18–33) for
further arguments supporting a phonological representation
of prosody.
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